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Brightwells Sales have an outstanding record of selling future success…
This seasons winning Point-to-Point and Hunter Chase sale graduates include: The Mythologist, Bally Wall, Minella For
Party, Rose Of Milan, Working Title, Double Bank, Sharp Suit, Brians Well, Mr Jalfrazy, Benedictus, Rey Nacarado, The
<H'&;7 /;GA#;7( 6%&%C;D' =77;'&( 6AAGE; ,%!!( /$'1 ,A$';( @$B;&&; =DD%;( <F =!*;( +%4;7 /H4( +A!H&;&AE;;H7!F( +$7&!;
Boys, Minella Theatre, Hincheslea Moor, High Hatton, Dunloughin, Drom, Lucius Fabeo, Patsy Finnegan, Sparkle
Star, Camden, Millers Reef, No Loose Change, Banksandditches, Broken Eagle, Minella For Steak, Bermuda Boy, The
Dapper Fox, Harpsy Cord, Maximus Maridius, Schindlers Prince, Little Chip, My Coranna, Loose Preformer, Cyrius
Moriviere, Ravethebrave, Boa Island, Tony Dinozzo, Rocky Island, Killarly Bay, Country Foolery, Minerfortyniner,
Autumn Haze, Bit Of A Clown, Zakharyina, Patsy Finnegan, Dandan, Dante’s Storm, Carrigkerry, Total Rebellion,
Gortenbuie, Opera Og, Uppertown Hawk, Minella Fifty, Peterbrown, Foynes Island, In The Dock, Frelia, Jetnova,
+7$;)F%D4BA!A$7'( 6H>&H%D -BH7!;&&( :A'' 58 +1; <A''( 9A" :;D( 5#;7 +1; 21AD;( =7&F :H7&F( +7%>&%BA( <HD 58
Steel, Tugboat, Volcan Surprise, Fiddleesticks, Stratford Stroller, Railway Dillon, Broad Spectrum, It’s All Or Nothing,
Indigo Island, Master Workman, Royal Chatelier, Jetnova, Hall Kelly, Ice Cool Benny, Frankenstorm, Midnight
,A>( +HDD;7GHD( 0%&HD?>7A>;7( -&H7 58 <H''%D%( <HD 58 -&;;!( 3;*D%&;!F /A'%;( .A&AFA$7>!HF( +%G' 67$'H?;7(
Thegreendalerocket, Wood Park, Dandan, Annwyl, Dannanceys Hill, Bobble Mist, Western Movie, Super Villan,
Best Director, Defying Gravity, Grand Silence, Stonemadforspeed, Carbon Emission, Minstilad, Tomstar, Moyne
Nineoseven, Towering Run, Well Mett, The Flying Column, Marlpit Oak, Great Gusto, Shantou Breeze, Annamult,
Moontripper, Castlegrace, Crackacan, Kilbeg Opera, Redlynch Rock, Festival Bound, Ravethebrave, On Your Max,
Nosecond Chance, Proximo, Wood Park.

180 entries go to post…

Catalogue on-line at brightwells.com

Find your next Winner at:

The Ascot Derby Sale

On Tuesday 2nd June at 11am

01568 619777
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BIDDICK BREAKS RECORD IN
SCINTILLATING STYLE
Will Biddick wrote his name in the
record books on Sunday when he
gained the victory he needed to
surpass Oliver & Tom Greenall’s joint
record of 56 wins in a single Point-to-
Point season.
After victory aboard his solitary ride at
Cothelstone on last Wednesday, Will
knew a single success at the Dulverton
West meeting at Bratton Down would
see him create a new national record.
In the style of the champion he is, he
wasn’t content with just one winner
and fired in a fantastic five-timer to
see him sail past the 60 mark for the
season.
Expectant spectators were not left
waiting for very long either as Biddick
showed no sign of nerves with victory
in the opening Restricted race on
Bernshaw to achieve a truly
sensational feat. Wins then followed
on Bugsie Malone (Open Maiden, Div
2), Whataknight (Club Members
Conditions), Otis Tarda
(Intermediate), and Queens Bay (TBA
Club Members for Mares & Fillies) to
complete a famous day for the soon to
be four-time national men’s champion.
Elsewhere on Sunday, Joe O’Shea’s
Cottage Oak justified his short odds to
win the Dodson & Horrell PPORA
Club Members Novice Riders

Championship Final at Tabley,
providing the last-minute stand-in Jack
Andrews with his biggest win of his
career to date. The duo always
travelled well and quickly put the race
to bed with two flights left to jump.
Paddy Gerety was also amongst the
winners at the Cheshire venue, riding a
double for Sheila Crow; Fruit Fayre
won her third race in succession by
taking the Mixed Open, before Gerety
outdid his two rivals in the PPORA
Club Members Conditions race with a
fine front-running ride.
On Saturday the race for the Leading
Lady Novice Rider became clearer as
Lara Mahon maintained her slender
advantage over Lucy Wheeler. Wheeler
had levelled things up by taking the
Hunt Members race at Dingley aboard
Point Proven, but unfortunately broke
her collar bone in the very next race, a
contest that was won by her
championship rival on The Magherally
Man.
Welsh rider Evan David also had a
fruitful weekend, bagging three
winners. A double at Lower Machen
on Sunday courtesy of wins aboard
Distant Sound (Restricted) and La
Viva El Diva (Open Maiden, Div 1)
was followed up on Sunday with a
victory aboard Pray For A Rainbow
(Open Maiden for 4,5,6 & 7-year-olds)
at Bredwardine.

The race for the Leading Horse also
continued to hot up with wins for
Cock Of The Rock and the
aforementioned The Magherally Man.
The two now lead the way with six
winners but there are a host of
challengers hanging onto their coattails
just one behind.

Moving away from last week’s action
and our congratulations go to Emma
Blackburn who is the lucky winner of
our recent Hiho Silver competition. A
huge well done to Emma and also
don’t forget to enter our latest
competition for a chance to win your
very own bespoke Estribos belt – turn
to page xx to stand a chance of taking
home the prize.

Finally, the highly-anticipated Anglo-
Irish Challenge takes place at
Chaddesley Corbett on Bank Holiday
Monday, as well as the conclusion of
the AGA All Comers Championship;
it promises to be a great afternoon’s
racing and hopefully the Pointing
fraternity will turn out
in great numbers
to show their
support to this
unique event.
Ben Roe,
Editor

WELCOME FROM THE EDITOR

GOPOINTING
is published by The Point-to-Point Racing
Company Ltd

Editor: Ben Roe
t: 01933 440077
e: ben@gopointing.com

Advertising: Lucy Wheeler
t: 01933 440077
e: lucy@gopointing.com

Register To Get Your Copy
To receive GOPOINTING every week
throughout the season by email, you can
register at pointtopoint.co.uk, email
ben@gopointing.com or click here

Front Cover Photo Will Biddick set a new
national record for the number of wins in a
season aboard Bernshaw in the Restricted at
Bratton Down by Tim Holt
timholt@talktalk.net

Editorial views expressed in
this magazine are not necessarily those of the
Point-to-Point Racing Company

Website: pointtopoint.co.uk
Facebook: go.pointing.1
Instagram: go.pointing
Twitter: @gopointing
Hashtag: #GoPointing
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Jack Andrews guided Cottage Oak to land the Dodson & Horrell
PPORA Novice Riders Championship Final race at Tabley
Photo: Sweet Photography sweetphotography.com
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The Real Argentine Leather Folks

Bolu Argentino

Stockists of Estribos

Very much part of the Point to Point circuit.

Suite 158, 61 Victoria Road, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 4JX

boluargentino@gmail.com

www.estribos.co /estribosuk
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SATURDAY, 23 MAY
CUMBERLAND
at Aspatria (Cumbria)
At Heathfield, nr A596, 1½miles NE of Aspatria, between Carlisle and
Maryport. CA7 3SR
Provisional Going: Good, good to soft/soft in places
First Race: 2.00pm
Number of Races: 7
Number of Entries: 74
Admission Prices: £10 per person inc. racecard, under 16s free
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SUNDAY, 24 MAY
WEST WALES AREA CLUB
at Lydstep (Dyfed)
3m SW of Tenby, nr A4139. SA70 7SG
Provisional Going: Good
First Race: 2.00pm
Number of Races: 7
Number of Entries: 85
Admission Prices: £10 car & driver, £5 for each extra passenger

PR

MONDAY, 25 MAY
SOUTH TETCOTT
at Upcott Cross (Devon)
½m W of A3079, 2m S of Halwill Junction. EX21 5AE
Provisional Going: Good, good to soft
First Race: 1.00pm (Pony Racing from noon)
Number of Races: 7
Number of Entries: 107
Admission Prices: £10 per car & driver, £10 per passenger (Max. £30
per car), £10 pedestrians, under 16s free

PR

SUNDAY, 24 MAY
WEST SOMERSET VALE
at Cothelstone (Somerset)
2m NE of Bishops Lydeard off A358 (Exit 25, M5). TA4 3DS
Provisional Going: Good side of firm
First Race: 2.00pm (Pony Racing from 1.00pm)
Number of Races: 6
Number of Entries: 86
Admission Prices: £25 per car, £10 single occupancy

PR

MONDAY, 25 MAY
ALBRIGHTON & WOODLAND (SOUTH)
inc. Mountain Warehouse Anglo-Irish Challenge
at Chaddesley Corbett (Worcestershire)
Next to A448 midway between Bromsgrove and Kidderminster (Exit 4
or 5, M5). DY10 4QT
Provisional Going: Good, will water to maintain
First Race: 2.00pm
Number of Races: 7 Number of Entries: 124
Admission Prices: £10 per person, under 16s free

PR denotes Pony Racing at the meeting

SUNDAY, 24 MAY
BERKS & BUCKS AND STAFF COLLEGE RMAS DRAG
at Kingston Blount (Oxfordshire)
8m NW of High Wycombe (Exits 5 or 6, M40), off B4009 towards
Chinnor. OX39 4SG
Provisional Going: Good, will water as required to maintain
First Race: 2.30pm (Pony racing from 1.30pm)
Number of Races: 6 Number of Entries: 77
Admission Prices: £30 per car reserved parking, £20 per car & £10 single
occupancy main car park, £10 pedestrians, under 16s free

PR
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Will Biddick, 28, is the new British
record-holder for winners ridden in
one season. His victory on the Claire
Hitch-trained Bernshaw in the
Restricted at Bratton Down was his
57th of the campaign, thus
overtaking the 56 set by Oliver
Greenall in 2007/8 and equalled by
his brother Thomas the following
year.

Will went on to win the Maiden
Division Two on Bugsie Malone, the

TBA Members (Mares & Fillies) on
Queens Bay, and the Conditions on
Whataknight, all for Jack Barber, and
the Intermediate on Antony Berry’s
Otis Tarda, which was also his 250th
success between the flags. It was his
second five-timer of the campaign,
the first having come at Kingston St
Mary on April 6.

Several weeks ago Will had already
built up a long lead over his rivals in
the Men’s championship, and it was

inevitable that, barring injury, he
would win his fourth consecutive
title. Since teaming up with the
powerful yards of firstly Richard
Barber and this season the latter’s
grandson Jack, he has been booting
home the winners on a regular basis.

He opened his account on Let’s Fly
at Stafford Cross in 2004, and now
stands ninth in the all-time list.

BIDDICK SAILS INTO HISTORY
BOOKS WITH FIVE-TIMER
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Will Biddick and Queens Bay
Photo: Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net
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Pertemps Network, the national
recruitment group, has agreed to
sponsor the centrepiece of a
glittering programme of Hunter
Chase racing on Friday evening May
29th at Stratford Racecourse.

The Stratford Foxhunter Chase, the
last valuable prize of the Point-to-
Point & Hunter Chase calendar, will
now be known as the Pertemps
Network Stratford Foxhunter Chase.
The race, which is the third most
valuable chase for the amateur rider
community in the Jumping calendar,
will carry a purse of £25,000 in 2015.

“The Pertemps Network Stratford
Foxhunter Chase takes centre stage
on a valuable card that concludes the
Hunter Chase and Amateur season,”
remarks Stratford Racecourse
Manager Ilona Barnett. “Pertemps
Network is among the racecourse’s
oldest clients, and we’re delighted to
have them support our most valuable
race. This will be an evening to
savour, with the national Series final
for the Subaru Restricted Series and
the championship race of the season
for novice horses in the John Corbett
Cup. It’s a must for anyone serious
about following the stars from

between the flags, and a perfect
environment to see some budding
riders of the future too”.

Tim Watts of Pertemps Network
Group added, “We’ve always
supported Stratford, and enjoyed our
racing there. It’s a terrific venue,
where our guests can get so close to
the action, they’re almost in the race
themselves. As a business which
originated in the Midlands, we are
delighted to support one of the
leading sports venues in the
Midlands, and we look forward to an
entertaining evening with highly
competitive racing.”

PERTEMPS NETWORK SIGNS UP FOR
STRATFORD FOXHUNTER CHASE
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PPA ONLINE SURVEY
The PPA would love to know your
views on some key questions that will
help us with our future planning. This
survey is anonymous and will take you
no more than ten minutes to
complete.

All respondents will have the chance
to win £500 of great prizes kindly
donated by one of the sport's national
sponsors, AGA, which include a
beautiful wicker picnic hamper
equipped for four people.

Click Here To Start Survey

ALBRIGHTON &
WOODLAND HUNT
(SOUTH) – VISITING
RIDER ELIGIBILITY
On Monday 25 May, The Albrighton
& Woodland Hunt (South) will be
conducted at Chaddesley Corbett, with
a feature of the fixture being the
Anglo-Irish Riders Challenge.

This notice seeks to clarify the
declaration eligibility of Irish Riders

who may be asked by an owner to
participate in a race other than the
specific Anglo-Irish Riders Challenge
races.

Point-to-Point Stakeholders should be
aware that visiting Irish Riders may
participate in any other race
programmed on the fixture with the
exception of the Lance Neville Cope
Memorial Wheatland and Albrighton
& Woodland Hunts CLUB
MEMBERS Conditions Race Final,
for which they are expressly excluded
under the conditions of the race.

Any visiting Irish Rider declared will
be required to sign a Riders
Declaration in accordance with the
provisions of Part 5 of the British
Horseracing Authority (BHA)
Regulations for Point-to-Point Steeple
Chases.

Further information with respect to
the eligibility of any visiting Rider
should be directed to BHA Point-To-
Point Executive Lucy Price at the
Offices of the BHA on +44 20 7152
0049.

HUNTER CHASES FOR
THE WEEK AHEAD
Details of the Hunter Chases to be
run during the week ahead are as
follows:

Friday, 22 May - Worcester
5:50 Hargreave Hale Investment
Managers Hunters' Chase, 2m7f

Sunday, 24 May - Kelso
4:20 Royal Scots Dragoon Guards
Challenge Cup An Open Hunters'
Chase, 3m2f

Monday, 25 May - Cartmel
5:15 Hadwins Maiden Hunters' Chase
for the Fraser Cup, 2m5f110y

Tuesday, 26 May - Huntingdon
5:50 Paul Rackham Champion Novices'
Hunters' Chase, 3m

Wednesday, 27 May - Cartmel
4:25 Global Radio Open Hunters'
Chase, 3m2f
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AGA LADIES IN
TOTAL CONTROL

******************

As we approach the end of our fifth
season as a sponsor of Point-to-Point
racing, we head for Stratford
Racecourse next Friday evening in
pretty good shape. The fifth AGA
Point-to-Point Championship Final is
one of the highlights of a quality card,
although this year it is no longer the
final of a national series, instead it will
be run over a new distance of 2m7f
and will be the final of our
championship for lady riders.

AGA Point-to-Point
Championship Final,
the story so far:
2011 (Cheltenham)
Winner: Billyvoddan 7/1
ridden by Jane Williams
trained by Philip Rowley
winning distance - 6 lengths (10 ran).

2012 (Cheltenham)
Winner, Amicelli 8/1
ridden by Jacqueline Coward
trained by Cherry Coward
winning distance – neck (9 ran).

2013 (Stratford)
Winner: That’s Rhythm 11/8f
ridden by Page Fuller
trained by Sally Duckett
winning distance - ½ length (11 ran).

2014 (Stratford)
Winner: Universal Soldier 7/4f
ridden by Hannah Lewis
trained by Gareth Moore
winning distance - 1¼ lengths (11 ran).

2015 (Stratford)
- there are 70 plus Ladies Open
winners and 40 plus Mixed Open
winners qualified to run in this year’s
final.

Last year’s AGA final was billed as the
‘hottest ever Ladies Race’ and it didn’t
disappoint, the 2015 renewal looks set
to be even hotter!

AGA Championship for Lady
Riders, the story so far:
2012 Champion - Claire Hart
There were 7 lady riders in contention
before the final and Claire was top of
the table with 50 points, 4 points
ahead of Jane Williams. Claire was 3rd
in the final and Jane was 2nd, meaning
they finished level on points in the
championship with 58 each, however,
Claire became champion by virtue of
winning more qualifying races.

2013 Champion – Jane Williams
There were 6 lady riders in contention
before the final and the 2012 runner-
up was top of the table with 42 points,
4 clear of her nearest rival, Hannah

Lewis. Jane was 2nd in the final and
won the championship comfortably,
finishing on 54 points, 12 clear of
Hannah Lewis

2014 Champion – Hannah Lewis
There were 4 lady riders in contention
before the final and Catherine Walton
was top of the table with 46 points,
having held the lead since January.
Hannah Lewis was in joint 3rd place
with 30 points, however, she won the
final and Catherine was unplaced so
Hannah was crowned champion.

2015
We have tweaked the format and
points are now earned in EVERY
ladies race in the UK. 25 lady riders
have a mathematical chance of
winning the championship. There are
6 lady riders with 50 points, and a
further 8 who have 40 points or more.
The top points scorer in the country is
Gina Andrews, she has 168 points.

Another thrilling finale is in prospect
and our 2015 championship for lady
riders looks set to be decided in the
dying strides of the final!

**NB The best 5 results count
before the final.

Double points are awarded in the
final.

Catherine Walton - the 2014 runner-up
is hoping to go one better this time

Carey Williamson - every chance of being champ
if It Was Me lines up

Gina Andrews - has a new house
so would love to win the AGA

Claire Hart - 2012 AGA champion

Hannah Watson - local girl and
would be a popular winner

Hannah Lewis - 2014 AGA champion
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******************

CURRENT BETTING (courtesy of Mark Hill 07831 293363)
Claire Hart 3/1, Hannah Lewis 4/1, Gina Andrews 4/1, Hannah Watson 4/1, Bryony Frost 5/1, Katy Lyons 10/1, Leanda Tickle 12/1,
Carey Williamson 12/1, Catherine Walton 16/1, Joanna Walton 16/1
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CURRENT STANDINGS

Bryony Frost - 40 points, could clinch the title
if the classy Current Event lines up

Phine Banks - 42 points and has a
great chance if Invisible Man lines up

Action from the 2014 AGA final
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SUBARU RESTRICTED POINT-TO-POINT SERIES 2014/15

All smiles as Dicky Collinson is led in on the victorious
Silvogans Hook in the Subaru Restricted Race

at Whitfield on Sunday
Photo: Neale Blackburn chasdog.com
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THRILLING RACE AT WHITFIELD COMPLETES SUBARU RESTRICTED QUALIFIERS
Silvogans Hook and Richard Collinson
won the final Subaru Restricted Point-
to-Point Series qualifier this season in
a dramatic race at Whitfield in
Northamptonshire on Sunday 17 May.
Nick Pearce’s Simonsruudt appeared
to have the race sewn up heading the
field of four for three circuits but got
in close to the last where he parted
company with jockey Philip Hall.
Richard picked up the pace on
Silvogans Hook to cross the line ahead
of the Jane Frisby-trained Zaffarans

Scene and the Laura Thomas-trained
Nightscape.

Hailing from Cambridge University
hunt country, Silvogans Hook is
trained by Andrew Pennock and
owned by the 2 Farmers and A
Butcher Partnership who were in
attendance to receive their trophies
from Paul Tunnicliffe, Managing
Director of Subaru UK, and Nick Hill
of the Maple Leaf Subaru, the local
dealership to the event from Daventry.

Although there is a named race this
coming Saturday at Aspatria it is a re-
scheduled fixture after the Cumbria
event was rained off a fortnight ago.
Entries for the Subaru Restricted
Point-to-Point Series final at Stratford
Racecourse on Friday 29 May close at
noon on Saturday, 23 May. Over 200
horses have qualified, so there is
expected to be a strong entry for the
race which has a huge prize find of
£10,000.
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Thanks to the team at Estribos Argentina two lucky Go Pointing readers will win a bespoke Estribos Polo Belt.

In addition to their permanent stand at Cheltenham Racecourse, Estribos Argentina have been a fixture on the
Pointing Circuit for the last ten years, attending up to thirty Point-to-Points a season with their trade stands.

Their hat making roots in Buenos Aires go back over 130 years and they have been making these fabulously
bright hand stitched belts on on stirrup and Carpincho leather since the 1980’s.

They would love to make a belt to the winner’s specifications, perhaps to racing or team colours, in their
workshop in Buenos Aires.

www.estribos.co
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A BESPOKE ESTRIBOS POLO BELT!

QUESTION
On the Estribos website (www.estribos.co) what are the colours in the “George” belt or dog collar?

A. Green, Navy, Red and Cream
B. Pink, Navy and Cream
C. Navy and Cream with a White Line

WIN

COMPETITION TIME

Competition closes on 26 May

CLICK HERE TO ENTER

Estribos Argentina
The REAL Argentine Leather People

http://www.estribos.co
http://www.estribos.co
http://www.estribos.co
http://www.estribos.co
https://gopointing.wufoo.com/forms/z1aio15i0k3bnvh/
https://gopointing.wufoo.com/forms/z1aio15i0k3bnvh/
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WESTON & BANWELL HARRIERS
at COTHELSTONE
Wednesday, 13 May
by Brian & Gill Armstrong
Will Biddick equalled Oliver and
Thomas Greenall’s British record of
56 winners in a season at Cothelstone.
The champion-elect made all the
running aboard Kostaquarta in the
opening Confined before holding off
Josh Newman’s challenge aboard
Glenwood Present, who had jumped
the last virtually upsides.

Josh gained compensation by landing
his first-ever double, although Gunner
Be Quick’s Mens Open walkover took
some of the gloss off the
achievement. Josh initiated his brace
aboard Sea Bear, who led throughout
the Restricted. “He’s been suited by
making his own running and has got
into a fluent galloping and jumping
routine,” said Josh’s aunt, Chloe
Newman, who trains Sea Bear for
Thorncombe owners Robert and Janet
Gibbs. “He could be the sort to make
a hunter chaser next season.”

Alottamo raced a distance clear for
most of the 2m4f Maiden to provide a
first win for owner Nick Jenkins,
trainer Scarlett Major and 19-year-old

jockey Richard Patrick, who works for
Pembrokeshire licensed trainer Peter
Bowen. “I worked for [Bridgend
owner-trainer] David Brace last season
and he kindly sold Alottamo to me
privately,” explained Scarlett, who
rides out for Merthyr Mawr Point-to-
Point trainer Jonathan Tudor.
“They’ve called me ‘Charlotte’ in the
racecard, but I don’t mind. In fact, I
took it as a good omen following all
the recent publicity about the Duke
and Duchess of Cambridge’s baby,
Princess Charlotte.”

Tim and Irene Sage’s
Presentandcorrect relished the fast
surface to take the Novice Riders’ race
under Laura Scott. “I’m pleased that
this moves him off the 13-career win
mark and proud that he’s raced for 10
consecutive seasons,” said Tim, who
booked Laura on the advice of
Presentandcorrect’s regular rider, Mark
Wall.

Florence Mary earned the evening’s
biggest cheer by taking the Ladies
Open for Weston & Banwell Point-to-
Point secretary, Jeff Fear. A second
career success for 17-year-old Kings of
Wessex Academy, Cheddar, student,
Lucy Mager, who is in the middle of

her AS Level examinations, Florence
Mary asserted over Amber River in the
straight after their sole rival, Nishay,
had swerved and ejected Emma
Moseley at the fourth.

Gleann Ri shrugged off a catalogue of
misfortunes to open his account in the
3m Maiden. “He suffered a saddle
puncture which necessitated a 12-week
absence last season, was kicked at the
start at Larkhill, knocked over at the
Beaufort and slipped up at the
Seavington, so I think he deserved
this,” smiled Mary Tory, who trains
Gleann Ri for Libby Legg –
celebrating her first success as an
owner – and jockey Chloe Swaffield’s
father, Tim Swaffield.

CLIFTON-ON-TEME
at UPPER SAPEY
Saturday, 16 May
by Peter Mansell
The success of Point-to-Points at this
time of the season are weather
dependant as that helps bring out the
crowds, but firm ground can have an
effect on the number of participants
which were in short supply during

Presentandcorrect and Laura Scott at Cothelstone
Photo: Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net
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Saturday’s Clifton-on-Teme fixture at
Upper Sapey.

Raleagh House has been a wonderful
servant to Clive Bennett’s stable but
has found winning more difficult in
recent years.

Sam Jukes finished 6th on the 13-year-
old in this year’s Golden Button and
Jukes retained the ride in Point-to-
Points. They ran creditably at Cold
Harbour and the Dymock based
owner found an ideal opportunity for
his gallant veteran who was sent off
favourite for the three-runner Club
Members.

Raleagh House made the early running
before Ballygalley Bob took over at the
6th, while the remaining runner
Bigasabishop never seemed happy in
the conditions.

Charlotte Treleaven was offering vocal
encouragement to Ballygalley Bob at
halfway, but that failed to elicit the
required response because Raleagh
House began to stride clear as they
climbed the hill for the final time
before increasing his advantage as they
came downhill approaching three from
home.

The Kirsty Adcock-trained gelding
had the race in safe keeping turning
into the home straight and won easily
despite being eased right down on the
flat. Jukes was enjoying his second
success, his first having come at this
meeting during the 2009/2010 season.

Adcock and Bennett saddled their
Siddington winner Uppertown Hawk

in the Intermediate. The horse likes to
make the running but as his owner has
said in the past “he sulks when he gets
headed”, which probably accounted
for Jeremy Mahot setting a strong pace
from the start.

That tactic looked as though it would
be successful but Tick Tock Tim took
the lead with three to jump and left
Uppertown Hawk trailing in his wake.

The winner carries the colours of Tim
Underwood but races under a North
Ledbury certificate gained when the
horse was in the care of
Worcestershire based Martin Oliver,
the source of so many Point-to-Point
winners over the last decade or so.

Tom Weston’s Hindlip stable has
dominated this year’s West Midlands
Area Trainers Championship but
Presenting Taupo has proved one of
his biggest challenges.

After three outings the 6-year-old has
failed to complete the course so the
stable can take something positive out
of her run in the Mares and Fillies
Maiden.

She made every yard of the running
but had nothing more to give when
headed by Charlie Deutsch and Big
Night Out at the second from home
and had to settle for the runners up
spot.

The Restricted provided an upset with
the outsider of the two runners
prevailing. Spike Wood and Midnight
Hop kept one another company for
the first circuit, but the former held a

narrow advantage at the top of the hill
and his rival was always fighting a
losing battle from this point. This
provided a fourth success for 22-year-
old Little Cowarne based Emily
Godsell.

The Novice Riders Race went to the
West Country challenger Cock of the
Rock. The 10-year-old has already
won five races so far this season and
Harry Cobden was oozing confidence
throughout this race before moving up
to challenge the leaders at the third
from home. Cobden’s mount
quickened clear of their rivals in the
closing stages for an emphatic win.

FITZWILLIAM (MILTON)
at DINGLEY
Saturday, 16 May
by Emma Forman
Some fantastic racing was enjoyed by a
large crowd as the Dingley races
season drew to a close on Saturday.
The Dingley team had done a great
job watering the course to produce
ground officially described as "good,
good to firm in places."

One of the highlights came in the
Fisher German Mens Open Race
where trainer Gerald Bailey was
responsible for the winner and the
second. Gunmoney, ridden by John
Russell, and Sandpipers, partnered by
Alex Vaughan-Jones gave the crowds a
thrilling race, but in the end it was
Sandpipers who just got the upper
hand winning by a narrow margin.
"That was a great race and the yard

Carey Williamson shares
a joke with connections
following the success of
It Was Me in the Ladies
Open race at Dingley

Photo:
David Simpson
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has had a good season with 16
winners; 14 of them for owner/riders.
These two horses have been fantastic
servants; Sandpipers has run eight
times and Gunmoney has been out
nine times," said the winning handler.
With Bailey's son Johnny winning on
Proximo at Garthorpe last Sunday and
then with Full Trottle at Fontwell on
Thursday, the family are enjoying a
purple patch.

Prolific winner It Was Me had his task
made easier when the well-backed
High Counsel refused to race in the
Cliff Sharp Memorial Ladies Open
Race. It Was Me won by a wide
margin, Jack Bene was second with
Viking Ridge in third. "This was his
fifth consecutive win and my seventh
of the season. He did test my
stickability though," said winning rider
Carey Williamson, referring to a
serious jumping error on the first
circuit.

Point Proven won the three runner
opening Members race for rider Lucy
Wheeler who has enjoyed an excellent
season; however her luck ran out when
she took a fall from Nightcap Jack
who was in contention in the
following PPORA Club Members
Race For Novice Riders. Lucy has
unfortunately broken her collar bone,
an injury that prevented her from

partnering Cottage Oak at Tabley the
following day. The Novice Riders' race
was won by The Magherally Man and
Lara Mahon who quickened clear of
Conkies Lad and Safe Investment. The
riders of the first three horses past the
post scored points in the Harley
Racing National Novice Riders'
Championship. The Magherally Man
was winning for the sixth time this
season and the 11-year-old is currently
on the market. He looks like a superb
prospect for another young rider to
enjoy next season.

Leading Dingley rider Dale Peters
took the AGA Restricted Race with
I'llhavealook who was always
prominent and beat Curnalee Coleen
and Lord Baltimore fairly easily. Toby
Hunt's 10-year-old won his Maiden at
the Atherstone meeting in 2012 and
has been placed in all his starts since,
but missed the 2014 campaign.
I'llhavealook has the option of
running in the Subaru Restricted
Point-to-Point Series Final at Stratford
on Friday 29th May. After racing Dale
Peters collected the Morrison Cup for
being the leading rider at Dingley races
this season.

The Mark Weatherhead Machinery Ltd
Open Maiden Race was won by Wah
Wah Taysee, trained by Nick Pearce
and ridden by Stuart Robinson. The

15-8 favourite was always travelling
well and beat Some Surprise and In
The Gate. The day concluded with
The Fox & Hounds At Great Gidding
Open Maiden Race run over 2m4f
and favourite backers left Dingley
happy as Fair Ask, ridden by Gina
Andrews, came home in front; the
fifth winning favourite of the day.

This was the final meeting in the East
Anglia Point-to-Point area with Gina
Andrews and Dicky Collinson ending
the season as the leading riders.

GELLIGAER FARMERS at
LOWER MACHEN
Saturday, 16 May
by Brian Lee
The Vale of Glamorgan's Evan David
and his older brother Tom both found
themselves in the winners' enclosure at
the well-attended Gelligaer Farmers
Hunt Point-to-Point Steeplechases at
Lower Machen, last Saturday. Between
them they won both divisions of the
young horse Maiden race with Evan
taking the first on the Bicester and
Whaddon Chase invader La Viva El
Diva and Tom the second aboard Spin
The Beat.

La Viva El Diva, a six-year-old bay
mare, is owned by Oxford's Martin
Redman's The Back of The Car Club

Action from the young horse Maiden race
at the Gelligaer Farmers meeting

Photo: Alun Sedgmore sportingprints.biz
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syndicate and trained by his wife Lynn
who said you must: "Give credit to my
helpers Cara and Ben who have been
so good." La Viva El Diva, who was
running for the first time in public,
cost just £700 at the Ascot Sales four
years ago, and won by 20 lengths from
Rock Doctor ridden by his trainer
Kristian Hanmer.

In the closest finish of the day Spin
The Beat, a five-year-old half-brother
to Alfie Spinner and Cousin Nicky, got
home by three parts of a length from
the hooded Shadow's Boy (Bradley
Gibbs) much to the relief of Tommy
Faulker son of the winning trainer
Debbie Faulkner who admitted to
having a big bet on the horse which is
owned by his partner Danielle
Goddard. An excited Danielle said:
"This is the first horse I have ever
owned and is my first runner too!"

La Viva El Diva was the second leg of
a double for Evan who had earlier
won the Restricted race on Andrew
Leyson's Distant Sound which finished
four lengths ahead of Moontripper a
winner over the course a fortnight
earler. Amiable owner/trainer Andrew
Leyshon, of Merthyr Mawr, said:
"Distant Sound has been a very
unlucky horse and has been runner-up
three times this season. He will now
go under Rules to my good friend
Adrian Wintle."

William Gordon, aged 19, who hails
from Devon, rode his first winner
when landing the older horse Maiden
race on John Nicholas's homebred
Millys Delight which came home 20

lengths ahead of Rathkenny Lady.
Trained in the Rhondda Valley by
Shan Farr, a former Welsh champion
rider who will always be associated
with Mandryka on whom she won 38
Ladies' Open races, Shan was full of
praise for Gordon, a graduate of the
East Devon Pony Club, who has been
travelling from Alex Dunn's Somerset
yard to ride the nine-year-old mare
throughout the season.

Eighteen-year-old Hereford-born
Peter Bryan made every post a
winning one when landing the Mixed
Open race on the Mickey Bowen
trained Sir Du Bearn, coming home 20
lengths ahead of the prolific Rosies
Peacock. Rosies Peacock, ridden by
John Mathias, put in a strong challenge
three fences out but had no answer to
his younger rival's finishing speed.
Peter, who stands 6ft 2ins in his socks,
rides out for Mickey's father leading
Welsh trainer Peter Bowen at
Haverfordwest. Rainbow Haze,
partnered by Byron Moorcroft, was a
two lengths winner of the Confined
race in a time which was seven
seconds faster than the 9-year-old bay
gelding had taken when winning over
the course a fortnight earlier.

Homebred Rainbow Haze, owned by
Vale of Glamorgan farmer Phillip
Dando and Dr Michael Armitage and
trained by Phillip's wife Kathryn, will
now race under Rules as he "Is back to
his best form," said a delighted Phillip.

Ten-year-old Super Villan, the oldest
horse in the Members' race, made all
the running under Emma Moseley to

win by 15 lengths from Spanish
Optimist whose rider Jason Keily was
fined £60 for failing to weigh-in.

SOUTH DURHAM at MORDON
Saturday, 16 May
by Charlotte Russell
The Yorkshire Point-to-Point season
finished in the same manner it started
with competitive racing and plenty of
runners as the South Durham hunt
hosted the final meeting at Howe
Hills, Mordon.

Oaklands Bobby provided an early
wedding present for Alice Petch,
whose last ride in her maiden name
was a winner, by taking the Hewitts
Solicitors Ladies Open. Starting out as
she meant to go on, Alice was in front
from the start and never headed as
Bobby, who relishes the downhill run,
was winning around this course for the
seventh time in his career for local vet
Graham Russ. The pair managed to
repel the challenges of a fast finishing
Pevensey for Cath Walton to hang on
by a neck; Larkhall was ten lengths
further back in third. Alice has also
landed the Cundalls leading novice
lady title. Clearly the winning rider
had celebrations on her mind when
she said: “He’s like a fine wine and just
seems to get better with age! I’m very
thankful to be able to ride such a
gent.” Alice marries fellow jockey
John Dawson this weekend.

The Coward team got the day off to a
good start with a winner in the first
race, the four, five, six and seven-year-

Oaklands Bobby and
Alice Petch took the
Ladies Open race at
Mordon

Photo:
Peter Barber
pointtopointphotography.co.uk
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olds Open Maiden race, sponsored by
Hall Construction and run over the
shorter distance of 2m4f. Bugler’s
Dream was in a challenging position
when unseating close to home at
Easingwold last week but made up for
that by taking this in fine style for
Russell Lyndsay to win by four lengths
from Nortonthorpe Legend and
William Easterby. Baile Atha Cliath
and Jack Jordan were a further length
and a half back in third.

William Easterby managed to gain
compensation in the Latimer Hinks
Mens Open race on course owner,
John Wade’s Newspage – a fitting win
as the meeting was celebrating 25 years
of racing at the Mordon track. Know
The Rules who prefers a good test did
his best to get the better of Newspage
under Chris Dawson but were held by
six lengths and Total Rebellion was 25
lengths further back for Jack Teal.
This win also ensured that William
would keep his position at the top of
the league table for the Strutt & Parker
Mens Open title.

The Restricted race was sponsored by
Nortonthorpe Industrial Park Ltd and
was a fairy tale for retiring owner,
trainer Gillian Lee who had the first
two home. Rush House and Anddante
had clearly read the script and it was
the mare Rush House ridden by Jack

Teal that got her head in front of her
stable mate by a length. Leading from
the outset with Anddante held up, the
pair were never headed and although
Chris Dawson tried to rally Anddante,
he was just held. Chantry Melody
finished 15 lengths further back in
third for Andrew Bartlett. “I’m
absolutely chuffed to bits and thrilled!”
said Gillian, who admitted that the
result was making her think twice
about retirement. “Rush House will
be entered for the mares’ race at
Hexham in a fortnight so we will
probably go there with her,” added
Gillian.

Six horses went to post for the
Paxtons Confined Hunt race. Kings
Lodge made most of the running
under William Easterby but it was Son
of Flicka who finally got his head in
front for Max Johnson. “He’s finally
decided he mentally wants to do it,”
said the winning jockey. “He was a
different horse at Easingwold last
week until falling three from home but
he was at the races today and wanted
to win,” he added. Kings Lodge
finished five lengths behind and
Ballyboker Boy was a further 20
lengths back for Andrew Bartlett.
Fourth place went to Andre Chenier
and Chris Cundall who announced the

retirement of both his horse and
himself after the race.

The South Durham Hunt Members,
Subscribers & Farmers race was
sponsored by George F White and
there was three horses in the race.
Apache Blue, ridden by Chris Dawson,
was always at the head of affairs but
had a tendency to jump left-handed
and this was the main cause of his
defeat. The pressure of increased
pace caused Apache Blue to run
further down the two final downhill
fences, allowing Stand Clear, partnered
by Emily Young (Chris’ girlfriend) to
go on and win by half a length. Prince
of Ivagh, finished in third for
debutant jockey Lauren Belt who
works for the Dawsons. “She’s
improved so much since we’ve had
her,” enthused the winning jockey.
“She loves fast ground and she’s a
lovely little mare, I’m delighted!” she
added.

Racing finished with the Par
Petroleum Open Maiden Race, which
was one of the most open races of the
day. It eventually went to Go
Teescomponents who had always been
handy under Chris Dawson and
asserted down the hill. Little But Nice
finished eight lengths back in second
for Ross Wilson with Blue Lodge and
Naomi Spalding in third.

Newspage and William Easterby on their way to victory in the
Mens Open race at Mordon
Photo: Peter Barber pointtopointphotography.co.uk
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There will be an end of season bash
on Sunday 7th June at Fieldhouse
Farm, Kirklevington to celebrate the
season and help raise funds for next
year’s fixture fee which will continue
to be partially sponsored by Coniston
Hotel. Tickets are available from
Sarah Dent, Amanda or Jill Sunter.

DULVERTON WEST
at BRATTON DOWN
Sunday, 17 May
by Granville Taylor
The first of three late season fixtures
at Bratton Down proved quite an
occasion for the British Point-to-Point
world.

Will Biddick has held the National
Point-to-Point title for the past three
seasons. After beating his previous
best seasonal total of 42 winners this
year, the next natural objective was to
better the previous British record of
56 winners in a season held jointly by
brothers Tom and Oliver Greenall.

The Cornish rider lost little time in
breaking the record on Sunday by
winning the opener on Bernshaw, but
why stop there? Biddick went on to
partner four more winners as the
pressure came off during a memorable
afternoon.

“My aim this year was to hold on to
the National title but I soon picked up
more winners (22 since Easter) and
the record became a reality. Ollie and
Tom went all the way to Umberleigh
when they did it (last meeting of the

season in June), but I have done it
with four weeks to go at one of my
favourite tracks,” said a clearly relieved
jockey.

Bernshaw took the 13-runner
Restricted in good style for the local
yard of Claire Hitch, as a prelude to a
trio of successes saddled by Jack
Barber, who has supplied the majority
of the champion jockey’s winners this
year.

Bugsie Malone was the first of these
in a 16 strong Maiden. This promising
five-year-old, owned by Graham
Roach, was making his racecourse
debut and held on well when
challenged by The Mystro up the final
climb. “He came in late and we have
had to do a lot of jumping with him.
He is green and will improve,”
reported the young trainer.

Six-year-old Whataknight is more the
finished article and after opening his
account on this course last year has
now added a hat trick of wins this
season. The Midnight Legend gelding
looks a fine prospect and took the
Members’ Conditions race for his
owners Terry Hamlin, Martin Dare
and John Snook.

The Barber stables tally was completed
when Queens Bay was given a typically
patient Biddick ride to win the Mares
and Fillies race. “She has had time off
and didn’t come in until February,”
said Barber who trains this former
bumper and hurdles winner for
owners Lucy and Robert Dickinson.

Suzy Berry saddled the other leg of
the five-timer when her father’s nine-
year-old Otis Tarda just got the better
of a spirited battle with Fourstar River
in the Intermediate.

The Bob Pittard Memorial Maiden
provided a major shock when the
unconsidered outsider Highland
Thistle prevailed in a tight finish under
Merv Woodward. Bought as an
unbroken four-year-old, the sturdy
gelding is trained for owner Andrew
Pope by Julie Pocock at Stolford on
the edge of the Quantocks. “First time
blinkers have made all the difference,”
said the trainer as her charge finally
put a string of disappointing efforts
behind him.

It was a case of dispensing with
headgear which has rejuvenated the
four miles Mixed Open winner
Bellflower Boy. Bryony Frost conjured
a storming late run out of this
multiple winning chaser who stayed on
up the hill to hold the equally strong
finishing Cecile De Volanges. “He
loves galloping and is as tough as old
boots,” exclaimed Culmstock based
trainer Stuart Sampson who handles
the 12-year-old for owner Ben
Robarts, and was completing his first
training double as he greeted his
fourth winner of the season.

Top Chief was the first leg of the
stable double in the PPORA race
limited to riders who have won less
than 10 races. Jake Bament, who was
partnering his fifth winner of the
season, works for the Harry Fry yard,
and had his mount out in front from

Top Chief and Jake
Bament en route to
winning the PPORA Club
Members Riders
Conditions race at
Bratton Down

Photo:
Tim Holt
timholt@talktalk.net
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half way before shaking off Barneys
Mate up the gruelling final hill. John
Gardener and Terry Hamlin share
ownership of Top Chief who was
bought at Doncaster last September
after winning twice for Irish trainer
Gordon Elliott.

After such jubilance, spare a thought
for popular local Point-to-Point jockey
Ed Barrett who has recently been
transferred to the spinal injuries unit at
Oswestry hospital. Ed is improving
slowly from serious injuries sustained
in a fall at the Eggesford meeting last
month.

GRAFTON at WHITFIELD
Sunday, 17 May
by Jake Exelby
With a display of vintage cars, a birds
of prey demonstration, a children’s
corner and a plethora of trade stands,
as well as three pony races and seven
thoroughbred contents, the organisers
of last Sunday’s Grafton Point-to-
Point laid on a real afternoon of
entertainment.

The last in the series of races
sponsored by AGA in their All
Comers Championship, the final of
which takes place at Chaddesley
Corbett next Monday, was the
Intermediate and it was won in

impressive fashion by Alan Hill’s Man
Of Steel with son Joe on board.
Always prominent, he jumped into the
lead at the final open ditch to win
comfortably from early leader Come
On You, with Uber Alles back in third.
“We didn’t have the best preparation
for this,” admitted the trainer. “We
were held up for an hour on the M40
and the horse sweated up.” Man Of
Steel will now go out to grass for the
summer. “He’s only six and a bit
special,” beamed winning owner Toby
Hunt. “He goes on any ground and
has already won six races, including
three ‘bumpers’ and we hope to go
Hunter Chasing with him next
season.” Both Alan and Toby
confirmed that they would be taking
horses to Chaddesley Corbett in their
separate bids to win the prize of an
AGA to the leading owner in the
series.

Those “graftin’ at the Grafton” in
search of a winner had cause to curse
their luck as a fancied contender came
to grief in each of the next three races
when looking the likely winners. The
first of the unfortunates was Chris
Loggin’s Cutlass Silver – winner of
this John White Funeral Directors
Ladies Open for the past two years –
who had just passed long-time leader
Ukrainian Star and was going well in

front of favourite History Master
when he unshipped Claire Wills at the
third last. This left History Master to
come home a long way clear in the
hands of Hannah Lewis from
Ukrainian Star, the only other finisher.

“Didn’t Hannah give him a great ride!”
exclaimed winning trainer Jo Priest, of
the only horse currently in training at
her Abberley, Worcestershire yard.
“We’re on a bit of a sabbatical this
year,” she admitted, “But we’ve got six
to come in for next season.” Asked
about how she keeps the 13-year-old
in such good form, Jo confirmed,
“He’s never sick and is a joy to ride.
He’s a real family horse and we hunt
him properly – I qualify him myself.
We’ll probably come back next year –
we can’t retire him after that.” The
trainer is an occasional, but successful,
visitor to Whitfield. “We’ve had two
wins, a second and a third from four
runners,’” she said. “It's really good
racing ground here and a proper
galloping track.”

The Novice Riders race, sponsored by
Savills, saw Minella Theatre complete a
double for Alan Hill under Albert
Chandler. The unlucky horse here was
Commanche Conflict, who fell at the
second last when upsides the winner.
“Alan Hill told me mine would have
won!” said trainer Tim Underwood

Man Of Steel and Joe Hill on their way to winning the
AGA Intermediate race at Whitfield
Photo: Neale Blackburn chasdog.com
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later. Minella Theatre made most of
the running to win a shade cosily from
Shantou Breeze with Hunters Lodge
well back in third. He is the first horse
owned by Paul Mulford and Hugh
Jarvis, and has done them proud this
year with two wins, two seconds and a
third, despite fracturing a tibia at
Fontwell in February.

“Hugh rides him at home. He’s also
Lawney’s hack but I prefer it when
Victoria Pendleton’s on board,”
laughed Alan in reference to the
former track cycling star, who has
been riding out at the Hill yard in
preparation for her well-publicised bid
to ride at Cheltenham next year. “I’m
really pleased for Albert Chandler, as
he rides all our difficult horses at
home.” Minella Theatre himself had
proved troublesome before his last
outing, so his trainer made sure to lead
him round at the start to prevent a
repeat.

Subaru were the second national
sponsor whose last qualifier for their
series took place on Sunday. In their
case, the Subaru Restricted final is at
Stratford on 29th May. The Restricted
saw possibly the unluckiest loser of all
in the form of odds-on favourite
Simonsruudt, who came to grief at the
last when seeming to have got the
better of eventual winner Silvogans
Hook, who made the most of his
good fortune to come home clear of
outsider Zaffarans Scene and
Nightscape.

Silvogans Hook races for the ‘2
Farmers & A Butcher Partnership’,

consisting of Michael Clarke, George
Wright and Stevie Stevenson, who
were gaining compensation for the
earlier defeat of Uber Alles. “Maybe
he was lucky and we didn’t expect to
beat the favourite,” admitted Michael,
“But jumping’s the name of the
game.” “That’s it for this year,”
confirmed trainer Andrew Pennock,
who was saddling his 14th winner of a
season that started slowly. “We had
problems with the horses at
Christmas,” he admitted. “But the
owners have been very supportive and
we’ve had 12 wins since February.
Training horses isn’t like baking a cake
– success doesn’t happen instantly!”

Sirius Star, winner of the Macintyers-
sponsored Maiden Race, needed no
such luck, despite sweating heavily in
the paddock beforehand and playing
up at the start. Given a confident ride
by the promising Hugh Nugent, who
sent him to the front after four out, he
quickened clear going down the hill to
score easily from Oi Oi Savaloi and
Lucky To Be Alive who came home
second and third respectively.

“He’s the first horse I’ve bred myself,”
said Angie Branson, the delighted
winning owner, “And the first foal of
the dam, who Dad gave me.” Dad is
Sidney Smith, whose black, blue and
white colours are well-known on the
South Midlands circuit, having been
carried successfully by the likes of Mr
Half Sharp and King Sirius, both of
whom are half-brothers to Star Shell,
the dam of the winner. Sirius Star is
trained by Fran Nimmo, who is based

at nearby Aston le Walls, and whose
partner – jockey Charlie Poste – broke
the winner in. As well as Charlie,
owner and trainer were quick to thank
Angie’s daughter Katie, who “rides
him out in the dark at 6am every day!”

The opening Heygate & Sons
Members Race proved a real family
affair, as the Smyth-Osbourne’s
Fermat won from Oscar Owen. The
horse is joint-owned by father Charles
and rider Ed, trained by mother
Joanna and hunted by all three of
them plus Ed’s brothers Archie and
William. Though 13, Fermat has only
run nine times in seven seasons, with
an admirable strike rate of three wins
and five placings. But according to
Joanna, the reason for his scarce
appearances are down to jockey
availability: “It’s been a case of finding
the time for Ed to ride him – he’s
spent time abroad in Australia and
Brazil and if he’s not around to ride
Fermat in races, we just go hunting
with him!” Ed – assistant to leading
flat trainer Michael Bell – said: “That’s
my third winner, and he’s the only
horse I’ve ever ridden in a race.”
Interestingly, all three brothers have
finished third on Fermat in the
Harborough Hunt Race.

The concluding event was a
Conditions Race for ten-year-olds and
over, sponsored by Beachborough
School. Tallow Fair made amends for
his recalcitrant behaviour at Kingston
Blount recently – where he ducked
into a hedge coming down the hill and
unseated Katy Lyons – with an

Tallow Fair and Katy
Lyons took the
concluding PPORA Club
Members Conditions
race at Whitfield

Photo:
Neale Blackburn
chasdog.com
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impressive performance on his return
to a right-handed track. Always
prominent, he jumped into the lead at
the open ditch on the final circuit and
quickened clear from odds-on
favourite Credit Crunched and
Picaroon. “He’s alright going that
way,” was the understated comment
from winning owner-trainer Tim
Underwood. “He stays well and – as
you can see – has a high travelling
speed.” Tallow Fair will be kept on the
go this season as Tim bids to win the
National Trainers Championship for
handlers with seven horses or fewer.

HAYDON at HEXHAM
Sunday, 17 May
by Peter Burgon
Nick Orpwood took his seasonal tally
to 18 and at the same time extended
his lead over Tom Hamilton in the
Northern Area Jockeys Championship
to 15 points with a short-priced
double on Chaz Michaels and Milano
Magic in Sunday's Haydon fixture at a
windswept Hexham Racecourse.

The previously unraced Chaz Michaels
was the subject of one of the biggest
gambles of the season in the Graham
Reader Motor Engineer Open Maiden
Race after being backed down from
8/1 to 2/1 favourite, and his

supporters were counting their
winnings some way from the finish.
Kinder Scout made virtually every yard
of the running under a positive ride
from Ross Chapman but had nothing
more to give when Chaz Michaels
swept past him after jumping the last
before pulling eight lengths clear.

This was a first training success for
Lea Francioni with her first runner.
She studied at Art School in Italy
before moving to Sligo with her
family. After starting last summer at
Mark McNiff's yard, she subsequently
headed across the Irish Sea to join
Lucinda Russell's Milnathort team as a
work rider. Winning owner, Derek
Fox, a conditional jockey based with
Lucinda Russell, said of the 5-year-old:
"I bought him privately in Ireland last
October. He had been schooling well
at home and I fancied him a lot in
what looked a fairly weak race."

Milano Magic hasn't looked back since
ending a four year losing run at
Crossford in March and his latest
success in the Hadrian Electrical
Engineering Ltd Intermediate Race
completed a four-timer and
Orpwood's double. Sent on three out,
the 9-year-old had the prize sewn up
by the next and coasted home twelve
lengths ahead of The Gotfor Man.
Orpwood commented: "I had to get

him stoked up heading out on the final
circuit but he fairly powered down the
hill after four out," while winning
trainer, Gemma Cochrane added: "He
has taken his racing well all season and
is likely to return here in a fortnight
for the Border fixture."

De Bee Keeper is still on an upward
curve and completed his hat-trick in
the Chesterwood Bastle Holiday
Cottage South Northumberland Hunts
Club Members Race to give jockey
Ross Chapman the perfect send-off
before he joins the paid ranks as a
conditional this week. He held the lead
all the way from five out and stayed on
well from the second last to beat Fozy
Moss by four lengths. The 7-year-old
is owned and trained by Iveston farrier
Russell Ross, uncle of Chapman, who
said: "I thought he would appreciate
better ground after tackling far more
testing underfoot conditions on his
last two starts. He was still galloping
on strongly into a strong headwind up
the finishing straight and has earned
himself a long break over the
summer."

After being denied his first winner
when Flying Central was carried out
by a loose horse in the closing stages
at Mosshouses last time, Gary
Beaumont, 19, made amends on
Doreen Calder's home-bred 7-year-old

De Bee Keeper and Ross Chapman landed the South
Northumberland Hunts Club Members race at Hexham
Photo: Grace Beresford p2pnorthernphotos.co.uk
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mare in the two and a half mile Peggy
Genner Open Maiden Race. Never
headed on the final circuit,
Beaumont's mount comfortably held
off the favourite, Mafate Fortin, from
two out to score by three lengths.
Beaumont, who works full-time for
Hawick trainer Alistair Whillans, said:
"She is still a bit green but is very
gutsy and jumped for fun most of the
way."

From an original high class entry of
23 for the Ladycross Quarry Mixed
Open Race, only four faced the starter,
two from Yorkshire and two from
Scotland. The brilliant Ockey De
Neulliac easily defied top weight of
12st 7lb to make it 11 wins from 16
starts over the last seventeen months
since joining West Witton handler Neil
Mechie. Given an aggressive, front-
running ride by Catherine Walton, the
13-year-old galloped his three rivals
into submission and cruised home
twenty lengths in front of Scots Gaelic
in the best time of the day. Mechie
said of his stable star: "He's still in
great form after a long hard season
and I'll see how he comes out of the
race before deciding whether he runs
at Wetherby, Stratford or Hexham later
in the month."

Farm Pixie justified favouritism with
his second win of the campaign in the
Sonia Swallow of Dotland Park
Restricted Race. Always going well,
under Charlotte Dun, the 9-year-old
disputed the lead with Smart Act from
the tenth until being sent on six out.
He repelled a sustained challenge from

According To Dan from four out
before drawing clear on the long run-
in to score by a cosy two lengths.
Blainslie-based owner/trainer, Kathy
Weir, aunt of the winning jockey,
confirmed that this was her charge's
last run of the season. Dun said: "He's
a star. He jumped superbly today and
stayed on strongly all the way to the
line."

The Karen Lynn-trained gelding
Viacometti upset several more fancied
rivals to land the WMH Farm Fresh
Meats NPPA Club Members Race in
the hands of Chris Dawson. He made
rapid headway down the back straight
to head the pace-setting Nelly La Rue
on the home turn approaching two
out. In command and three lengths up
at the last from The Brig At Ayr, the
6-year-old easily maintained that
advantage to the line. Bought by
Hawick-based Kenneth Lynn for
£2,750 out of Tom George's yard at
Doncaster Sales last September, he
had won a Perth Bumper on debut for
his previous yard in May 2013 before
being placed only once in seven
subsequent starts under Rules.

After scoring on Go Teescomponents
in the final race of the Yorkshire
season at Mordon the previous day,
this rounded off a good weekend for
Dawson, who said: "He has certainly
got an engine and bolted up, never
coming off the bridle. He pricked his
ears and quickened up nicely after
three out and had plenty left in the
tank at the finish."

KNUTSFORD RACES CLUB
at TABLEY
Sunday, 17 May
by Rory Alkin
Gary Hanmer continued his excellent
form with a double in the Lord
Daresbury and the concluding 2m4f
Maiden. The prolific course specialist
Time Gentlemen, with Rob Jarrett
back from injury doing the steering,
was a warm favourite for the five-
runner feature race and never gave his
supporters any worries winning by
three lengths from the Sheila Crow-
trained Clontead Cross ridden by
Paddy Gerety, who stayed on strongly
from the second last. The winner
owned by Clerk of the Course Rob
Hankey has now won ten of the
thirteen races he has contested at the
track and is likely to be campaigned at
a higher level.

Hanmer's other winner was
Alfiethegreat, ridden by Derek Smith
who was injured in the same race as
Rob Jarrett here five weeks ago and
was having his first win since and he
also enjoyed his first success for the
trainer. On dismounting he was really
excited as he claimed that had always
dreamt of riding a winner for the
stable! The race itself was hard fought
with Hannah Watson on The Ultimate
Lad leading on the final circuit only to
be caught at the last by the winner,
going down by half a length. The very
short odds-on favourite Late Romantic
never appeared to be travelling fluently
and was a well beaten back in third.

Time Gentlemen and
Rob Jarrett took the
feature race at Tabley

Photo:
Sweet Photography
sweetphotography.com
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With intended rider Lucy Wheeler
having suffered a broken collar bone
at Dingley the previous day, trainer Joe
O'Shea's phone was hopping soon
after with a succession of jockeys
looking for the plum ride on his
veteran charge Cottage Oak in the the
PPORA Novice Riders Final
sponsored by Dodson and Horrell.
After much deliberation, he decided to
choose Jack Andrews for the
replacement. Only five went to post
with the late defection of Lough Inch,
who was withdrawn before
declarations. In the race itself,
Andrews bided his time on the
favourite behind the front-running
Gullible Gordon taking the lead at the
sixteenth and steadily getting the
upper hand, winning by four lengths at
the finish.

Sheila Crow, whose Clontead Cross
had filled the runner-up spot in the
feature race, enjoyed a double in the
Mixed Open and the Novice Horse
Conditions Race, both ridden by
Paddy Gerety. The prolific mare Fruit
Fayre led throughout in the Open and
although Third Of The Third tried in

vain to close, she went on to win easily
by four lengths.

Only three runners declared for the
PPORA Novice Riders which was for
Maidens at the start of the season.
Gerety made the running again on
Cooladerry King and when challenged
by Emma Chaston on Radio Nowhere
after the third last he had plenty in
reserve to run out an easy winner. The
double gives the jockey a healthy lead
in the North West Area Jockeys award
with only one meeting left at the
Meynell.

The opening Club Members Race saw
Puyol, ridden by Ben Furnival, going
ahead over a mile out and drawing
clear from the field with
Drivehomeregardless staying on in the
closing stages to finish a never nearer
runner-up, 10 lengths behind the
winner. Patricia Rigby was given the
13-year-old winner as a gift by Judy
Halewood and this is the only
racehorse she trains at her stables in
Llangothlen.

In the 3m Maiden Craig Hoggart
looked to have slipped the field on the
Ian Mason-trained Yorkshire raider

Weaverthorpe after the third last but
he began to tire at the next and
Hannah Watson on the Belinda
Clarke-trained That's Mine came with
a determined run from the last, with
the judge unable to separate them
awarding a dead-heat.

After three pony and seven point races
the weather had become really cold
but that did not deter the enthusiasm
for the concluding Legends Race
which was the brainchild of Gemma
Garton who had suffered from cancer
last year, only to recover and ride a
winner earlier this season at
Brocklesby Park. Significant funds
were raised for Cancer Research and
Christies Hospital and seven riders
came out of retirement to thrill the
crowd that remained. Caroline
Robinson made a lot of the running
on Abhainn Dubh only to be collared
by Willie Bryan two out on King Of
All Kings but as he did so often in the
past Gary Hanmer rode a cheeky race
on Torn Assunder to lead and win in
the final furlong. All the participants
were presented with prizes and
mementos by Charlie Lawson of
Coronation Street fame.

Fruit Fayre and Paddy Gerety on their way to winning
the Mixed Open race at Tabley

Photo: Sweet Photography sweetphotography.com
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RECENT LANDMARKS
Mathew Barber, 23, registered his 50th
career success at Fontwell Park on
Thursday when winning the Mares’
Hunters’ Chase on Kimora, trained by
his brother Marc.

Mathew opened his account on
Derring Dove, who at 16 was the same
age as his rider, at Lydstep in 2008,
and his tally consists of 41 victories
between the flags and nine under
Rules, with his biggest win to date
coming in the 2013 Dunraven Bowl
on Hawkeye Native, who also finished
third in that season’s John Corbet Cup.

He has worked for Tim Vaughan for
about four years, with a break in
between to train Pointers at Marc’s
yard during the time his brother held a
permit, and he expressed his gratitude
to the Cowbridge handler for the help
and encouragement he has received.

19-year-old Richard Patrick scored his
initial victory in the 2m4f Maiden at
Cothelstone on Alottamo, trained by
Scarlett Major.

Richard, who comes from a farming
background, whips in to the

Pembrokeshire Foxhounds, and for
the past year has been a work rider for
Peter Bowen, whose yard he first went
to in his pony racing days, which
yielded two winners and several
placings. He has also had a spell with
Dai Rees.

He had his first ride in 2012 on
Flaming Melody, and since then has
been placed on many occasions. He
has had a handful of rides under
Rules, and would like to turn
Conditional sometime in the future.

Cothelstone was also the venue for
Josh Newman’s first double – “A sort
of one,” he reasoned – the second leg
of which was a walkover on Monica
Tory’s Gunner Be Quick in the Men’s
Open. 30 minutes earlier he had taken
the Restricted on Sea Bear, trained by
his aunt, Chloe [Newman].

Josh, 23, who opened his account on
Sobre Tresor at Littlewindsor in 2011,
was formerly based with Alan King,
for whom he won the Terry
Biddlecombe National Hunt Chase at
the 2014 Cheltenham Festival on

Midnight Prayer, a victory which
earned him the amateur men’s ride of
the year award.

Having left the King yard after six
years, he now rides out for Jack
Barber, and this summer may be
heading to America for a month to
ride track work.

Enterprise paid off for 19-year-old
Will Gordon, who opened his account
in the older horse Maiden at Lower
Machen on the Shan Farr-trained
Millys Delight. It was a happier end to
the day for the rider, who had hit the
deck on his previous three rides at the
meeting.

At the suggestion of Alex Dunn, for
whom Will has been working since
September, the teenager, who had
been looking for rides, rang the Welsh
handler, and now partners her horses
on a regular basis. “Shan’s been very
good to me,” he emphasised.

Will, who had his first ride at
Wadebridge in the 2012/13 season,
became involved in Pointing when, at
the age of 15, he did a week’s work

Jockeys firsts, doubles and other career highs from the week’s racing by Carolyn Tanner

Mathew Barber
Photo: Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net

Josh Newman
Photo: Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net
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experience with Leslie Jefford, a spell
which led to him combining a Sports
Development Coaching & Fitness
Course at Exeter with working for the
2000 men’s champion until last year.

Gary Beaumont, 19, enjoyed a
deserved change of fortune at
Hexham when scoring his initial
success in the 2m4f Maiden on
Doreen Calder’s Flying Central. The
partnership had been set for victory at
Mosshouses when carried out by a
loose horse two from home.

As with many novices, Gary has found
rides hard to come by, and Flying

Central was a spare picked up at the
last minute at the latter venue when
intended pilot Rachael McDonald was
booked to ride in the “Heart” at
Hexham.

Gary, who has four Pony Racing
winners to his name, has been working
for 18 months for Alistair Whillans,
and in June will be going to the
Northern Racing College to obtain a
Category ‘A’ licence to be able to ride
in amateur flat races during the
summer.

There was an initial double at
Bredwardine for Charlie Hammond,

18, who won the Men’s Open on The
Ferbane Man, owned by his mother
Zoe, and later dead-heated for the
8yo&up Maiden on Brockton Moay,
trained by Sue Taylor. The latter had
fallen with Charlie last time out, but
prior to that had jettisoned her various
partners on all her previous five
outings.

Charlie made a winning Point-to-Point
debut on Timeshift at Black Forest
Lodge in December 2012, and earlier
this month he recorded his initial
victory under Rules at Fakenham on
Neverownup for his boss, Dr Richard
Newland.

Gary Beaumont and
Flying Central on their
way to winning the 2m4f
Maiden race at Hexham

Photo:
Grace Beresford
p2pnorthernphotos.co.uk
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AND
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37th ANNUALAWARDS LUNCH

at
Stratford Racecourse
on Friday, 30th May 2014
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(Race Badges available at £5.00)
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SCENE & HEARD
The forecast rain duly arrived at
Fontwell, and this, combined with the
watering which took place beforehand,
produced arduous ground conditions
and led to some slow-motion finishes
and tired horses.

One of those who was still galloping
at the line was Cliff Myers's Can
Mestret, back to his best in winning
the Weatherbys Printing Open
Hunters' Chase under Gina Andrews.
Named after a restaurant in Barcelona,
the eight-year-old had his task made
easier when his main rival, the odds-on
Desertmore View, pitched badly on
landing at the fourth and gave John
Mathias no chance of staying on
board.

Can Mestret was placed in Ireland in
both a Bumper and between the flags,
a race in which the subsequent dual
Hunter Chase scorer Wayupinthesky
finished 15 lengths behind him, before
being purchased by the Andrews
family.

He put a disappointing Fakenham run
behind him, but there was a valid

reason for that performance, explained
his trainer, Gina's father Simon. "We
had his blood tested afterwards, and it
was all wrong."

Can Mestret tends to get wound up in
the preliminaries, his aversion to
loading caused by his experience of a
rough ferry crossing from Ireland
matched by his antics when being
saddled. "He normally runs in a hood
to keep him calm, but he's been better
the last couple of times so we left it
off," explained Simon. "But he was
wild again today, so he may need it on
when we saddle him, even if he
doesn't run in it."

It was the only success of the evening
for Gina, who nonetheless gave her
other six mounts, including four
beaten favourites, every chance had
they been good enough. It led Simon
to query whether any other female

jockey had ever had seven rides in
mixed company at a meeting. The
answer is surely "No."

John Mathias's father Phil was not
looking forward to the journey back to
Wales in company with his son. "I
suppose I'll have to listen to him
moaning all the way home," he
commented. "Still, if I get him a few
beers that might cheer him up a bit."

Desertmore View's trainer Marc
Barber enjoyed better fortune in the
SIS Live Mares' Hunters' Chase, his
own Kimora scoring a comfortable
success in the hands of his younger
brother Mathew, for whom it was a
50th career victory [see Landmarks, 15
May].

Kimora, who stands just 15 hands and
is sometimes ridden at home by Marc's
11-year-old son Josh, was bought in

Can Mestret and Gina Andrews
Photo: Julie Drewett racehorsephotos.co.uk
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been better the last couple of times so we left it off”

Simon Andrews, Trainer, Can Mestret

The talk of Fontwell’s Hunter Chase evening by Carolyn Tanner
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Ireland as a four-year-old. "We went to
Goresbridge to buy a Dr Massini filly,"
said the brothers' father Gary, "and
when we collected her the vendor said
we could have the one in the next
door box as well. We paid €350 for
her."

Successful three times between the
flags, the mare has combined Pointing
with racing under Rules, having been
placed on several occasions when
campaigned by Marc under his permit.

Mickey Bowen has obviously inherited
the training talent of his father Peter,
and he legged up Jodie Hughes to take
the starsportsbet.co.uk Ladies'
Hunters' Chase on Cygnet, owned by
his mother Karen, and led up here by
Mickey's cousin Peter Bryan, one of
the season's most promising young
riders. Prior to the meeting, Mickey
was one of 22 trainers at the head of
the Hunter Chase trainers' table with
two winners apiece, so the stalemate
has now been broken.

"I didn't know if he'd handle the
ground," admitted Mickey, whose
charge's only previous attempt over
regulation fences, in 2011, had seen
him depart at the first fence. He
started his career on the flat with Luca
Cumani before moving to Donald
McCain, and he had his initial run for
Peter Bowen in December 2013. He
joined Mickey's stable after failing to
make his reserve at Brightwells Ascot
Sale in February.

"It's lovely to win for the Bowens,"
smiled Jodie who, at the age of 15, had
a spell of work experience at the
Haverford yard. "I did nearly fall off
on the run-in, though," she confessed,
having had a distinct wobble when
taking a look behind at the vainly
chasing opposition.

Jodie hung up her boots after
smashing her wrist in a fall in 2012,
meaning that for many weeks she was
unable to even sit on a horse, but the
lure of race-riding proved too much
and she returned to the saddle 15
months later, starting off in two
Bumpers before graduating to hurdles
and eventually back to Pointing.

Another rider who rescinded his
decision to retire is Pete Mann, who
became disillusioned with constant
dieting in order to ride moderate
horses. He gave up in 2010 but was
back in action at the start of the
2011/12 campaign, and has since
booted home a constant stream of
winners, many of them for Pauline
Harkin.

Jockey and trainer combined on this
occasion to win the Call Star Sports on
08000 521321 Novices' Hunters'
Chase with Out Of Range, owned by
Essex MFH Christopher Padfield.

The son of High-Rise, a former
eventer, was held up in rear until after
halfway - "I wasn't sure if Pete had
fallen asleep," laughed Pauline - and
was still some 20 lengths off the pace

as the leader Slidecheck turned for
home, but with the latter, not helped
by a mistake two out, slowing rapidly
up the run-in, Out Of Range's stamina
enabled him to get up on the line.

"Our horses have been wrong since
Christmas, but thankfully they're now
coming right," said Pauline's husband
Doug, describing Out Of Range as
"like a great big lorry that just keeps
chugging along. He's not the fastest,"
he continued, "but because we'd
qualified [by winning the Maiden at
the Dunston Harriers fixture] we felt
we had to run. The soft ground played
into our hands."

Since winning the Royal Artillery
Members' race in January as an
unregistered hunter, Impact Area has
gone from strength to strength, and he
won the opening Racebets.com-Claim
Your £50 Welcome Bonus! Novices'
Hunters' Chase under a hands and
heels ride from Louis Muspratt, who
dropped his whip early in proceedings.

Owner-trainer Harriet Besent, a
Dorset farmer, bought the son of
Portrait Gallery off the website
NFED (New Forest Equine
Directory) and named him after a
military range on Salisbury Plain. He
was pulled up early at Larkhill in
March, when he was never travelling
well. "Louis said he shouldn't have let
him start because he didn't feel right,"
explained Harriet, who opined that on
the grey's next outing the big fences at
Cheltenham had scared him.

Impact Area and Louis
Muspratt

Photo: Julie Drewett
racehorsephotos.co.uk
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Impact Area was led up by James
Waight, who shares the stable duties
and to whom Harriet gets married in
two weeks' time. "I would have liked to
have changed the day of the rehearsal
[May 29] so that we could go to
Stratford, but the vicar wasn't very keen
to alter it!" she laughed.

It was an initial success over fences, and
also a first under Rules as an amateur,
for 25-year-old Louis, who rode four
winners over hurdles when based as a
Conditional with Chris Gordon.

Harriet's father Michael sadly passed
away a few years ago, so she is being
given away by family friend Stan
Rawlins, who works tirelessly at Larkhill
racecourse every year. According to his
wife Sally, Stan is looking forward to
that part of his role, but apparently not
to making a speech in front of 300
people!

A wedding is also on the horizon for
Gina Andrews, who marries Tom Ellis
in June. Tom is currently nursing a
badly broken leg, and the horse he was
riding when sustaining the injury, Full
Trottle, won The starspreads.com
Maiden Hunters' Chase in the hands of
super-sub Johnny Bailey.

Full Trottle would have been ridden by
Katy Lyons had she not chosen to
remain loyal to the eventual fourth-
placed Carnglave Cat, owned by her
employer Tim Underwood, who had
given her the option to choose between
the pair.

Johnny was therefore booked only two
days prior to the meeting, and he made
the most of his opportunity, holding up
his mount in the early stages before
taking up the running three from home
and holding on in a driving finish.

"Where did you get that from?" were
among Laura Thomas's first words
when the then five-year-old arrived at
her yard after his DBS Newbury Sale
purchase by her father Norman.

Not mincing her words, Laura
described him as "Properly nutty! He's
naughty to ride, and is very green and a
bit hairy, but he is getting better. He
might almost be my favourite soon!"

He may now go to Stratford for the
Subaru Restricted Final but, warned
Laura, he will need soft ground.

The biggest upset of the night came in
the stamina-sapping 3m4f
pointtopoint.co.uk United Hunts Open
Champion Hunters' Chase, won by
50-1 outside Lets Get Serious, trained
by Dai Williams for rider Callum Miller,

who co-owns him with his father
Stewart and grandmother Janet.

There was certainly no fluke about the
victory, Lets Get Serious making every
yard, despite some untidy early jumps,
and leaving his rivals for dead after
three out.

The nine-year-old was sidelined with a
leg problem after just one outing last
season, when Callum was based with
Nicky Richards. This was his first run
for Dai, having been comprehensively
beaten in three forays from Abbi
Vaughan's yard previously this year.

"He's a class horse who was rated
130+, and he'll be suited by better
ground," pointed out Dai, who is
harbouring thoughts of Stratford's
W&S Recycling Champion Chase,
which he won under its Horse &
Hound Cup banner in 1995 with
Hermes Harvest, partnered by Andrew
Balding, and again in 2002 with
Primaticcio under Christian Williams.

Hertfordshire-born Callum, 23, moved
from Richards to join Tim Vaughan,
but is now freelance. He is finding rides
hard to come by, and this was his initial
victory under Rules to add to one
between the flags.

Ful Trottle and Johnny Bailey
Photo: Julie Drewett racehorsephotos.co.uk
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Date of birth: 26th June 1992
Job or profession: Joint amateur
jockey for Caroline Bailey
Are you from a racing background?
If not, how did you get started in
Point-to-Pointing? I had show
jumped at county level since the age of
12. I went to help Tik Saunders out for
a week or so after she had a bad fall;
Caroline came to watch me ride in the
school one day, offered me a job and
seven years on I’m still here.
What was your first ride in public? A
horse called Hedchester, owned and
trained by Kate Young and ran at
Eyton-On-Severn.
First winner – name of the
horse, owner & trainer, the
date & the course: Arnold
Layne, owned by Bob &
Pauline Scott, trained by Gerald
Bailey, at the South Wold
meeting at Brocklesby Park on
17 March 2012
Apart from the first winner,
what has been your most
memorable ride? It has to be
my first Hunter Chase win on
Legal Legend around
Towcester; and my first ride at
Cheltenham in the Connolly’s
Red Mills Intermediate Final
where I finished fourth on
Legal Legend.
Is there a ride you look back
on and think “could have
done better?” I always look
back on every ride and think to
myself ‘what could I have done
better,’ but my ride on
Thetalkinghorse at Thorpe earlier this
year stands out in my mind. I rode a
finish a circuit too soon and still only
got beat 4-lengths.
For which trainers/owners do you
mainly ride? Gerald Bailey, Chris
Henn and the Connell Family, Tik
Saunders, Richard Pringuer and Jane
Steward.
Who has been most influential on
your riding career so far? Caroline
Bailey, Tik Saunders, the Connell
Family and Robbie Supple.
Which are your favourite courses?
And for what reasons? Brocklesby
Park (I had my first winner there) and I
also love Guilsborough as it’s my local
course – although I don’t have a lot of
luck there!

What car do you drive?
Volkswagen Polo.
Name your perfect night in and
perfect night out: Night In: a night in
with Saturday night TV and a takeaway
with the girlfriend! Night Out: any
night after having a winner with
everyone from the yard and the
weighing room.

Where do you like to go on holiday?
Anywhere hot, but as I’m ginger…
plenty of factor 50!!!
Who would be your ideal travelling
companions to the races? Jess (my
girlfriend) as she is good at directions
and ‘Truffles’ our dog!

What music are you currently
listening to? Anything in the charts.

What are your favourite films and
TV programmes? X Factor and most
Saturday night TV; I love a good
comedy, and also like the Taken films.

What has been either your own
funniest incident, or the most
amusing thing you have seen or
heard at the races? When a fellow
jockey, who is one of my close friends,
turned up at Thorpe for his first ever
ride Pointing but forgot to put any
boxers on and had to make his dad go
commando for the day. That same
jockey two years on went to Brafield-
on-the-Green this year and had
forgotten most of his kit and borrowed

an item of clothing off most jockeys in
the weighing room!
Who are your biggest heroes in
racing? Most definitely AP McCoy, he
is a true legend. To be champion jockey
for 20 years in some achievement. Also
a good friend of mine Sam Twiston-
Davies.
Which particular horse (in any
discipline) would you like to ride?
Annie Power or Vautour, actually
anything out of the Willie Mullins’
yard. From Caroline’s yard it has to be
Galway Jack as we have had a pretty
special partnership for a couple of
years now.

Apart from race-riding, in
what other sports do you
participate? Fishing and I love
a game of Tennis with the
Holt/Cotton family.
Do you have any regrets in
your riding career to date?
Thetalkinghorse at Thorpe -
not a good day at all!
What ambitions do you have
in racing? To ride a winner at
Cheltenham; one day be leading
Midlands area jockey; and to
keep improving.
Are there any changes that
you think would benefit the
sport in the future?
Sponsorship to be carried on to
Hunter Chasing and not just
Pointing. It would be good to
give all our fantastic and loyal
sponsors more publicity.
What are your aspirations for
the rest of the season? To

keep improving and riding winners
Can you give us a horse to look out
for? Looking ahead to the 2015/16
season, it will have to be Milemilia,
trained by Richard Pringuer. She is
lovely mare who I won two races on in
the 2013/14 season. Also Legal Legend
and Thetalkinghorse who are both very
consistent and always improving.
Can you give us an up and coming
rider to look out ? Sam Lee – a lovely
lad who works very hard and deserves
more opportunities.
If you were on an island and could
only bring three things, what would
you bring? Sweets, a pint of lager and
factor 50 sun cream!
And finally, sum up Point-to-
Pointing in one word: Exciting!
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TOM McCLOREY
A competent show jumper from an early age, Tom works for the powerful Northamptonshire-based Bailey yard. A keen

fisherman and tennis player, his gingerness is a slight problem as he likes to holiday where it's hot!

Photo: Neale Blackburn chasdog.com
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Some great shots of a thrilling weekend’s Pointing

Glen Ri and Chloe Swaffield in action during the Open Maiden race at the
Weston & Banwell Harriers meeting at Cothelstone

Photo: Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net

Chris Dawson and Anddante pictured at
the South Durham meeting at Mordon

Photo: Peter Barber pointtopointphotography.co.uk
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A delighted Emily Young following her success in the Hunt Members race at
the South Durham meeting at Mordon

Photo: Tom Milburn facebook.com/TomMilburnPhotography
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15 Oaklands Bobby leads Pevensey during the Ladies Open race at the

South Durham meeting at Mordon
Photo: Tom Milburn facebook.com/Tom/Milburn/Photography

Cottage Oak and Jack Andrews knock the stuffing out of a fence during the
Novice Riders Championship Final at Tabley

Photo: Sweet Photography sweetphotography.com
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Chaz Michaels and Nick Orpowood are led in following their victory in the
Open Maiden race at Hexham

Photo: Nina Edminson nephotography.co.uk
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South Northumberland Hunts Club Members race at Hexham
Photo: Grace Beresford p2pnorthernphotos.co.uk

Chris Dawson heads for home aboard Viacometti in the
NPPA Club Members race at Hexham

Photo: Grace Beresford p2pnorthernphotos.co.uk
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The Awesome Twosome - Beside The Sea and Benoit De La Sayette on their
way to winning the 148cm & under Pony Race at Whitfield

Photo: Neale Blackburn chasdog.com
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Subaru Restricted race at Whitfield
Photo: Neale Blackburn chasdog.com

Jack Teal gets a hug from Gillian Lee following his success aboard
Rush House in the Restricted race at Mordon
Photo: Tom Milburn facebook.com/TomMilburnPhotography
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In The Zone - Spring and Daisy White on their way to landing the
148cm & under RaceTech Novice Riders Pony race at Whitfield

Photo: Neale Blackburn chasdog.com
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5 MINUTES WITH
TOMMY MORGAN
Photo: Nico Morgan nicomorgan.com
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For how long have you been
training?
This is our third season training.

Where are you based?
We’re based in Waltham on the Wolds,
near Melton Mowbray.

Do you combine training with
another job or profession?
Yes - I combine training with being a
farrier.

What training facilities do you have
available?
Our training facilities include a 2
furlong sand canter and a few fields,
schooling fences, a school and a
walker.

How many horses do you train?
We have 10 at the moment.

Do you train for just yourself and
family or for other Owners?
We mainly train for others but have a
few of our own for some extra
enjoyment.

Are you from a racing background?
Yes, I’m from a racing background.
My father Kevin has trained for over
40 years.

What was the first winner you sent
out – name, owner, rider, date,
course?
The first winner was Lough Inch at
Cottenham on 25th November 2012,
ridden by Sam Davies Thomas and
owned by the family.

Did you race-ride before you
started training?
Yes, I rode in four Point-to-Points but
I was hopeless. The Mackenzie and
Selby book (the Annual) summed me
up well but I won’t write what they
said!

How did you start training and who
has been most influential on your
training career?
I had just qualified as a farrier and had
plenty of time on my hands to do
what I wanted so I bought a Pointer
and it went from there. The most
influential people on my career would
have to be my family, especially my
two sisters and girlfriend Liz [Harris].

Which jockeys do you use
regularly? Sam Davies-Thomas rides
most of the horses. My sister Kelly
rides a few as well.

What car do you drive?
A Toyota Hiace van.

What kind of music do you like?
The first CD I bought was Westlife,
but I listen to all sorts now.

What are your favourite films and
TV programmes?
My favourite TV programmes are
Match of the Day and the racing
channels.

Describe your perfect night in and
perfect night out:
Ideal night in is a Chinese with the
family. Ideal night out is a party with
all our friends. I have a few rare dance
moves that come out when I’m drunk!

What do you do to take a break
from training – any hobbies or
favourite holiday destinations?
We have booked a holiday to Spain
with friends Zac Baker, Dale Peters
and his girlfriend Natalie, whose
parents own a villa out there. We all
went last year too. I love football and
cricket but don’t play as much as I’d
like.

Who would be your ideal travelling
companions to the races?
I like going in the lorry. I have to make
sure Liz is driving properly…

Who are your biggest heroes – in or
out of racing?
My biggest hero was my Grandad.
Biggest hero in racing is AP McCoy.

Which particular horse would you
like to train – in Points and under
Rules?
I would love to train Annie Power!

If you hadn’t taken up training,
what would you have done instead?
I would just be shoeing horses all day.

Which horses do you have at the
moment that you would say have
good potential?
Teeton Kato. We have looked after
him this season as he’s only five. I can’t
wait to see him after a summer at grass
and he will give owner Joan Tice a lot
of fun next season.

What are your opinions on the
changes in Point-to-Pointing in
recent years?
I think pointing is moving forward.
Young horses are starting to fetch
good money at the sales. It’s also a
great stepping stone for young jockeys
to get valuable experience.
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Lough Inch and Kelly Morgan
Photo: Nico Morgan nicomorgan.com
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PLUSpointing

EVERY SATURDAY IN RACING PLUS

PLUSpointing
May 3-4, 2014

Edition 24

Your weekly Point-to-Point pulloutEVERY SATURDAY IN RACING PLUS

CARL EVANS 8 ● REPORTS & RESULTS 14-19 ● MARK WALL IN THE QUESTION TIME CHAIR 20

The Crudwell Cup – the Welsh
Borders Classic – takes centre
stage at Cold Harbour tomorrow,
with My Lil Ledge the one to beat at
the Radnor & West Hereford
■ Crudwell Cup big-race spotlights
and preview, pages 10-11

Following his unsuccessful Cheltenham Foxhunter’s bid in March, Lauren
Braithwaite’s star Berties Dream could be back in action at Dingley this
weekend in an attempt to land the four-mile Fernie Gold Cup

■ Fernie at Dingley preview, with big-race colours, p4
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JUST WHAT THE
DOCTOR ORDERED!
Doctor Kingsley was one of the winners on a
cracking Point-to-Point Championships evening
at Cheltenham on Wednesday. Check out all
the winners and losers in our comprehensive
results service
■ Cheltenham results in full, page 9

Picture:JULIE DREWITT

PLUSpointing
April 5-6, 2014

Edition 20

Your weekly Point-to-Point pulloutEVERY SATURDAY IN RACING PLUS

CARL EVANS 8 ● REPORTS & RESULTS 12-19 ● GINA ANDREWS QUESTION TIME 20

Camilla Scott’s in-form star is
expected to feature prominently
in the Tedworth Gold Cup, the
Sandhurst Area Classic
■ Barbury preview, page 5
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Monsieur Jourdain’s out to
defend his Grimthorpe Gold Cup
title in Whitwell-on-the-Hill’s
last staging of the Classic.
■ Middleton preview, pages 10-11

PLUSpointing
June 7-8, 2014

Edition 29

Your weekly Point-to-Point pulloutEVERY SATURDAY IN RACING PLUS

CARL EVANS 3 ● STRATFORD AGA NIGHT REPORT 4-5 ● TOM HAMILTON QUESTION TIME 8

Can Current Event end the
season with a fourth straight
win at Bratton Down?
■ Tiverton Staghounds, p2

Full report,
p4-5

Picture:
SWEET PHOTOGRAPHY

Picture: SILVENA TONCHEVA

PLUSpointing
May 17-18, 2014

Edition 26

Your weekly Point-to-Point pulloutEVERY SATURDAY IN RACING PLUS

CARL EVANS 8-9 ● REPORTS & RESULTS 14-18 ● TOP PERFORMERS 19 ● RICHARD DEFAGO 20

There’s over £4,000 up for grabs at the Knutsford Races Club this weekend, as
Tabley hosts the richest Point-to-Point meeting of the season, with the Lord
Daresbury North West Area Classic Final and the Dodson & Horrell PPORA Club

Members Novice Riders Championship Final sharing top billing in Cheshire
■ Knutsford Races Club at Tabley preview, pages 10-11

Will Croan Rock and
Threapwood be fighting

out the finish of the
Lord Daresbury?

Fresh from
his stunning
Mens Open
success at
Thorpe Lodge
last month,
Antonia
Bealby’s
L’Eldorado
could line up

in the £1,000
Novice Riders
final under Tom
Chatfeild-Roberts

Gutsy Cottage Oak
handed prolific Palypso
De Creek only his second
defeat in his last 14
Pointing starts
■ Wheatland at Chaddesley
Corbett review, page 14
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AN IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

Everything you need to follow is in
your weekly Point-to-Point

pullout, including:
■ In-running comments for all runners

■ Previews / reviews
■ Features / news

■ Q&A with pointing personalities
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CUMBERLAND
at ASPATRIA
Saturday, 23 May
by Peter Burgon
The Heathfield course near Aspatria
hosts the only Point-to-Point action in
the country on Saturday with the
rearranged Cumberland fixture taking
centre stage. It has attracted 74 entries
on a seven-race card, which starts at
2pm.

Nickwillis has been placed on his last
two starts in Open company behind
Splendid Blue and Royal Chatelier at
Friars Haugh and Dalston respectively,
and a repeat of those efforts should
see him land the North West Hunts
Club Members Race for the second
year in a row. The pick of the other six
entries are Monbeg and Present To
You, who filled the first two places in
last month's Cumberland Farmers
Members Race at Dalston.

Fight Away Boys heads the ten entries
for the Subaru Restricted Race. He ran
a blinder last time out when only
beaten a short-head by Dun Faw
Good at Friars Haugh, and that form
was franked when the winner finished
a close 3rd behind Cave Hunter in the

recent Heart Of All England Maiden
Hunters' Chase at Hexham. Of the
others, Berwickshire Maiden winner,
The Toft subsequently finished a well-
beaten 4th at Balcormo;
Pharawaydante stayed on well when
getting off the mark at Dalston on
Easter Monday and has scope for
further improvement, while Crossford
scorer, Afterclass has finished in the
first four on his other five starts this
term.

Last month's Tranwell and Balcormo
winner, Whiteabbey is the one to beat
in the Ladies Open Race if he doesn't
take up alternative engagements at
Kelso or Cartmel over the weekend.
Of the other 11 entries, Whisperdale
has failed to make the first four only
once in his last five outings, while
Fozy Moss and Tipsy Dara will both
appreciate plenty of cut.

The legendary Gunner Jack, a prolific
winner in the last five seasons, often
goes well fresh and bids for a second
consecutive victory in the Mens Open
Race. Friars Haugh specialist, Splendid
Blue is the main danger and is likely to
be far more effective back on a left-
handed track after disappointing at
Corbridge. The aforementioned pair,

Fozy Moss and Tipsy Dara also merit
consideration along with Some Target.

More than half of the 15 NPPA Club
Members entries ran at last Sunday's
Haydon fixture and are unlikely to
turn out again. This course might suit
the front-running Nelly La Rue and
victory would put Victor Thompson's
mare into the lead in the Northern
Area Novice Horse Championship.
Coquet Head, Ocarina and Border
Flora are the pick of her rivals.

The Open Maiden Race has 11 entries
and the quartet to concentrate on are
Anzinger, Bollin Buster, Heckley
Herbert and Little But Nice. The latter
was placed for the second time this
season at Mordon on Saturday;
Heckley Herbert has proved costly to
follow but this looks an easier
assignment than some he has faced
recently; the lightly raced Anzinger is
improving steadily and finished 4th
behind the gambled-on Chaz Michaels
on Sunday, while the locally trained
Bollin Buster still held every chance
when falling three out in a Corbridge
Maiden last month.

Gunner Jack looks set to line up in the
Mens Open race at Aspatria

Photo: Grace Beresford
p2pnorthernphotos.co.uk
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In the concluding Jockey Club Open
Mares Maiden Race, Catchamat and
Megansfield are not expected to run.
Kinder Scout has the highest rating of
the other four entries and deserves to
strike gold after finding only one too
good at Tranwell and Hexham.
Lucydoli and Don't Point finished well
behind Chandos in 4th and 5th
respectively at Mosshouses, while the
improving Hands On Scarlet was
beaten more than fifteen lengths when
3rd to Flying Central over a shorter
trip at Hexham.

BERKS & BUCKS AND STAFF
COLLEGE RMAS DRAGHOUNDS
at KINGSTON BLOUNT
Sunday, 24 May
by Jake Exelby
The splendidly named Berks & Bucks
and Staff College & RMAS
Draghounds Point-to-Point brings the
South Midlands Area season to a close
on Sunday at Kingston Blount. The
Oxfordshire course will be staging its
fourth and final meeting of the season
and should see a high turnout of
runners as it has gained a deserved
reputation for consistently producing
well-watered racing ground with a
good grass cover.

Earlier this week, I spoke to Clerk of
the Course Stewart Nash, who gave
me the following going update:
“Heavy rain last Thursday was
followed by a dry weekend and the
going is currently on the fast side of
good. We had further light rain earlier
this week, which should bring the

ground to good.” He also confirmed
that, with the rest of the week forecast
to be dry, that he and his team would
monitor the situation with a view to
watering, if necessary, to maintain
good ground.

As the conclusion to the area season,
the Awards for the most successful
owner, trainer and riders will be
presented at the end of the day. Most
have already been decided but one
local contest that will go to the wire is
for leading Gentleman Rider.
Currently, Joe Hill leads Freddie
Henderson (already assured of the
leading Novice Rider title) by just two
points and they are likely to go head-
to-head in the Mens Open, with Joe
riding Kings Legacy for father Alan
and Freddie riding Otto The Great for
his father James. Henderson senior
told me earlier: “He seems well and we
were half-thinking of running him in a
Hunter Chase, but we’re going to take
him to Kingston Blount for Freddie to
ride.”

If the going is good or softer,
Henrietta Knight – who has recently
returned to the Point-to-Point scene
after over 20 years as a professional
trainer – is likely to run Port Golan.
However, the one they’ve all got to
beat is Harbour Court, another from
the powerful Alan Hill yard, who
returned to something like his best at
Cheltenham last time, comfortably
beating Foxhunters runner-up
Following Dreams. “He definitely
runs,” confirmed Alan. “Everything’s
been positive since Cheltenham – he’s

buzzing. He’s working better than at
any time this year.” The Champion
Foxhunters Chase at Stratford was an
option but “Stratford isn’t really his
course,” admitted the trainer, “So he’ll
run in a Point-to-Point to boost his
confidence and then he’ll be back on
the big stage next year.” Finally, David
Kemp is a regular visitor here from his
East Anglian base and his Fakenham
Hunter Chase winner Master
Workman will make sure that Harbour
Court doesn’t have things all his own
way.

Claire Hart has already sewn up the
South Midlands Leading Lady title so
may not be riding in the Ladies Open.
21-time winner Start Royal is a
standing dish here for Clerk of the
Course Stewart Nash, but will have to
overcome a disappointing run in
desperate ground at Fontwell last
week. “He’s alright after that,” said his
relieved trainer Alan Hill. “Soft
ground with 12 stone was a disaster –
he didn’t like the conditions or the
weight. Now he’s back on faster
ground on a course where he’s
unbeaten.” Another bidding to bounce
back from Fontwell is West Country
raider John Daniell, who was fourth
that day. The ultra-tough Volcan
Surprise (two wins and seven seconds
from 11 runs this year) has been
entered again, though trainer Caroline
Fryer assured me after his recent win
here that he’d be rested! And Lara
Mahon, bidding to win the National
Ladies Novices Championship will rely

Harbour Court - a
definite runner in the
Mens Open race at
Kingston Blount

Photo:
Neale Blackburn
chasdog.com
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on either Awesome George or Lake
Legend, a winner here in April.

Alan Hill has yet again secured the
prize of South Midlands Champion
Trainer and will be bidding to crown
his season with a win from either of
his entries in the Intermediate. Plans
are very much ground-dependent,
with my horse Broken Eagle disliking
the soft ground at Fontwell last week
and pulling up and Brians Well
preferring it softer after his third to
the area’s Leading Mare Dabinett
Moon (who has also won the Leading
Owner prize for Christopher and
Fran Marriott) here last time. “If the
ground is on the fast side of good,
we’ll run Broken Eagle,” Alan
advised. “If it’s good or softer,
Brian’s Well will go.” Main dangers to
the Aston Rowant trainer’s
representative look to be Ray Fielder’s
Merrydown Vintage, an impressive
winner in a fast time at the last
meeting here and She’s Real, from the
Helen Connors yard near Melton
Mowbray, who has been in good
form this year and won last time out
at Garthorpe.

The Restricted Race is possibly the
most competitive event on the card,
with seven horses rated within two
points of each other in the
Pointerform guide. One of these is

Laura Thomas’s Nightscape, who may
reappear after his close third at
Whitfield last Sunday and another is
Chris Bealby’s Dream Mistress. “She’s
a half-sister to (multiple winner)
Dream Garden,” owner James
Henderson said. “She won at
Garthorpe then was third at
Guilsborough before disappointing
back at Garthorpe. But Chris thinks
she’ll run well.” Son Freddie will ride
in his bid to clinch the area jockeys
title.

Royal Captain finished behind Dream
Mistress at Guilsborough but
represents the in-form Gabe Mahon
stable, who won the Point-to-Point
“bumper” at Aintree last week with
Chap. David Kemp’s Blue Benny ran
well when second here behind
Merrydown Vintage, A Touch Of
Sass dead-heated in a Maiden at
Coldharbour and steps up in class
and Hardy Morning was second at
Northaw after losing his jockey on his
first four runs this season! But the
one to watch could be Steel Away J,
who improved on his Maiden win
here to finish fourth in the Restricted
at the last meeting – albeit two
lengths behind Blue Benny – and
whose jumping was impressive.

Best form in the closing Maiden is
represented by My Brother Pat,

placed four times this year and
dropping in grade after finishing
close in the Restricted here last time
out and Pauline Harkin’s Ask Away,
second at Garthorpe last month and a
half-sister to stable star Doctor
Kingsley. Claire Hart will rely on
newcomer Fleeting Gale, of whom
she said: “He schooled very well last
week. He’s a big, backward baby and
we’re taking him to the track to learn
more about him. He’s got loads of
ability – but he’s quirky!” Weve Got
Company has twice been placed here
but has had enough chances to win,
so a dark horse could be Brooklands
Beatle, if he makes a quick
reappearance after an eye-catching
debut at Lower Machen last weekend.

The one near-certainty on the day is
that Phil York will train the winner of
the opening Hunt Members race.
Near-certainty that is because he
trains all six entries and, as log as one
of them finishes the race, the prize is
his. Gamato, owned and ridden by
former racing driver Richard Defago,
looks the pick on form. However,
you can’t rule out improving
Bachman, who won a Maiden at
Peper Harow earlier in the month and
is likely to be ridden by his evergreen
trainer!

Nightscape looks the one to follow in the
Restricted race at Kingston Blount
Photo: Neale Blackburn chasdog.com
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WEST SOMERSET VALE
at COTHELSTONE
Sunday, 24 May
by Brian & Gill Armstrong
Posh Totty and Cock Of The Rock are
fancied to fight out the finish of the
West Somerset Vale Mixed Open at
Cothelstone on Sunday. The former
has finished first and second in 15 of
her 20 races between the flags to date,
including providing two of Will
Biddick's record 61 successes this
season, while Cock Of The Rock is
joint leader in the 2015 National
Leading Horse Award standings after
taking his unbeaten sequence to six at
Upper Sapey on Saturday.

Other contenders include the Teresa
Clark-trained Bathwick Scanno -
another to provide Will Biddick with a
brace of victories this season - the
enigmatic Robin Will and Posh Totty's
stable companion Kostaquarta. Ed
Walker has a strong hand with Fiulin,
who finished strongly when runner-up
at Bratton Down on Sunday and dual
Flete Park-winner Level Spirit, and his
chosen runner can complete the
placings.

Cock Of The Rock is among the 14
entries for the Novice Riders' race and
will be an automatic selection if
connections take up the option.
Presentandcorrect is a major candidate
on his Weston & Banwell-winning
form along with Le Clo De La Londe
who returned to winning ways at
Trebudannon. Itsonlyalfie, Vertige
Dore and Tiermore will be supported,
but the danger is Coeur De Fou who

provided Noel George, 16-year-old
son of licensed trainer Tom George
with an initial success at Chaddesley
Corbett and is likely to be suited to the
sharp Cothelstone track.

Holnicote winner H M S Intrepid can
follow up in the Restricted race, which
has attracted 14 entries. Earthpower,
who has proved expensive to follow
since winning at Bishops Court in
February, Golden Squirell, a good
runner-up at Bratton Down on Sunday
and Vauterhill third Templeton may be
the three to fight out the placings.

Bathwick Scanno will be a confident
selection if connections target the
Hunt race. His stable companion
Redlynch Rock and Littlewindsor
winner Knight Blaze look the biggest
dangers.

The 2m4f and 3m Maiden races look
challenging, with 15 and 18 entries
respectively. Course runner-up Amber
River, Another Coalition and Mystery
Edition, who has finished third in two
of his three races to date, are three
possibles for the shorter contest. A
Real Cliche, Kilcolman Wizard and
Nothing Personal are three sporting
suggestions for the longer event.

WEST WALES AREA CLUB
at LYDSTEP
Sunday, 24 May
by Maria Evans
For the third time this season, a West
Wales Point-to-Point will take place at
Lydstep near Tenby. This time it’s the

turn of the West Wales Area Club,
with the meeting attracting 85 entries
over 7 races. The First race is off at
2pm and the rain this week seems to
have eased the going.

First race is the Intermediate, where
we see 11 entries. A Country Mile was
an easy winner last time out on the
course, losing his maiden tag on his
first run for trainer Marc Barber.
Dream Bolt was an impressive winner
under John Mathias at the Banwen
Point-to-Point last Bank Holiday and
on his day should be hard to beat.
The David Gibbs-trained My Coranna
showed some potential first time out
this season, but hasn’t quite shown
that again since, and Mister Bricolage
was an unlucky faller in the Banwen
Miners Hunt Race last time out, and is
sure to give Dream Bolt a run for his
money.

The Open Mares Maiden has attracted
13 entries in what looks an open race.
Mammie’s Treasure hasn’t shown too
much yet, but has been nursed around
the back of the field under John
Mathias on a couple of occasions and
could be one to look out for.
Stablemate Final Storm could also go
close. Rathkenny Lady and Which Sky
have knocked on the door a couple of
times, and could well lose their maiden
tags by the end of the season. Princess
Tina and Seondeok are also ones to
keep an eye on.

There are 17 entered in the Open
Maiden, where a number of un-rated
horses look interesting. Marc Barber’s
Safe Exit is an ex-Michael Hourigan

H M S Intrepid should
follow up his Holnicote
Maiden success by
landing the Restricted
race at Cothelstone

Photo:
Tim Holt
timholt@talktalk.net
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inmate, and Abbi Vaughan’s An
Cathaoir has a couple of nice results in
Irish Point-to-Points. John Mathias’
new recruits are always ones to keep
an eye on, and Give Me Sunshine is no
exception. Captain Camelot and Earth
Tremor could go close, as could
Craigonthyard who finished like a train
last time out on the course after a very
patient ride form Hannah Lewis.

The Ladies Open received 15 entries
which includes The Magherally Man,
who is one of two in contention for
the Leading Point-to-Point Horse after
clocking up six wins with Lara Mahon.
Gareth Moore has two entered,
Boyfromnowhere and Ski Sunday, and
both should be in with a chance after
winning last time out. Watch The
Birdie recaptured his old form when
beating Cygnet last time out; the latter
has since won a Hunter Chase, so the
form is looking as strong as it can be.
Highly Unlikely and Mister Bricolage
are a couple of others not to forget
and it looks like we could be in for a
treat of a race.

The Mens Open looks just as open
with 13 entries, once again including
Boyfromnowhere. Rosies Peacock also
holds an entry, and is currently on five
wins for the season, putting him in
joint second place in the Leading
Point-to-Point horse standings.

Desertmore View, winner of the
Dunraven Bowl, unseated John
Mathias last time out in Hunter Chase
at Fontwell last weekend it looked like
his usual keen hold may have cost him
- connections may be looking for
some compensation here. Harpsy
Cord has done little wrong this season
and must also hold a strong chance
here. John Mathias however is the
usual jockey for three of the above, so
he’ll have a job to choose the best one.

Only four have been entered for the
Mares and Fillies Club Members Race,
but it looks wide open. My Coranna
will be looking to find what she
showed at the beginning of the
season. Kimora finished a gutsy
second in the Dunraven Bowl, and
won a Hunter Chase at Fontwell last
week. Gale Force Lucey has been
consistent throughout the season, and
Renta Gallery, who has only run once
so far this season, has shown some
potential in the past.

The final race of the day is the
Restricted, where we see 12 entries. A
Country Mile once again holds an
entry here for Marc Barber. Gardiners
Hill was an easy winner on his first
appearance for Dai Rees and looks to
have a lot more to show. Banned In
Bhutan has done little wrong season,
along with Millys Delight, who lost her

maiden tag last weekend. Star Rise is
another not to ignore.

Pony Racing will follow the main
event, and there is also a Best Dressed
Male and Best Dressed Female
competition at the meeting, so those
going get your glad rags ready!

ALBRIGHTON & WOODLAND
(SOUTH) inc. Anglo Irish Challenge
at CHADDESLEY CORBETT
Monday, 25 May
by Peter Mansell
The Anglo-Irish Challenge has proved
a resounding success in Ireland over
the last two years, and the organisers
of this year's event at Chaddesley
Corbett believe the formula can be
equally successful this side of the Irish
Sea.

Irish riders are not normally allowed
to ride in British Point-to-Points so it
has required special dispensation from
the racing authorities to allow the
event to take place. The two teams will
race against one another in two
specified events, i.e. AGA West
Midlands Area Club Members Race
for Lady Riders, and the Restricted for
Gentleman Riders.

In both contests, the eight top rated
horses will be ridden by leading

Rosies Peacock holds an entry in the
Mens Open race at Lydstep

Photo: Alun Sedgmore sportingprints.biz
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jockeys from both sides, with the
choice of mounts decided by ballot.
Points scored in both contest will
decide the overall result. Other horses
can run in these races but their results
will not count towards the Anglo Irish
Challenge.

The British Mens Team comprises of
Will Biddick, John Mathias, Darren
Edwards and Jamie Thomas, while the
Ladies is made up of Gina Andrews,
Hannah Watson, Claire Hart and Cath
Walton.

The Irish are represented by Derek
O'Connor, Jamie Codd, Barry O'Neill
and Declan Queally, and their Ladies
are Liz Lalor, Stella McGrath, Maxine
O'Sullivan and Lisa O'Neill.

The support of major household
names such as Mountain Warehouse
(who sponsor the Anglo-Irish
Challenge) and AGA (The All-Comers
Championship) is bound to raise the
profile of the sport to new levels.

The organisers have worked tirelessly
behind the scenes to make sure the
meeting is a success and their efforts
have been rewarded with 15 entries for
the Mens challenge and 16 for the
Ladies equivalent.

Point-to-Point racing can sometimes
be parochial in nature, but our owners
and trainers have taken up the
challenge with entries from all points
of the compass.

Potential runners for the Mens
Challenge appear evenly matched but
the picture is complicated by the fact
we will not know who partners each
horse until declaration time. Tim
Underwood has four representatives,

Carnglave Cat, Commanche Conflict,
Knowhentofoldem and Tick Tock Tim
with the former looking his best
chance of success.

Carrigkerry comes from a good stable;
a remark that also applies to the Alan
Hill trained Done A Runner. Ohowya
has won a couple of races over this
course and always improves at this
stage of the season, while Quedillac
cannot be left out of the picture. Local
hopes rest with Tom Weston's
Thoonavolla. He is difficult to weigh
up but it has taken some good horses
to lower his colours this year and
recent statistics suggest he could just
prevail.

Cradley trainer John Bryan holds the
key to the Ladies Challenge with A
Touch of Sass and Green Winter both
likely participants. The latter fell when
leading at Bredwardine last weekend,
while his stablemate dead-heated for a
Cold Harbour Maiden.

Yorkshire challenger The Ketchup Kid
faces Welsh representative Shanks a
Bunch, while Golanzine seems to have
two ways of running but must have a
chance if reproducing his last run over
this course. Frankenstorm carries the
colours of owner/trainer Zara Phillips
and success for the Princess Royals
daughter would help secure publicity
for this event.

The meeting sees the culmination of
the AGA All-Comers Challenge where
individuals have been accumulating
points nationally since the start of the
season. Points can be scored at every
race at this meeting and ten
combinations have accumulated
maximum points prior to Finals day.

The points system has been enhanced
for this meeting so participation is
vital if one lucky person wants to win
the AGA. The scorers will have their
work cut out updating the information
throughout the afternoon.

Now Ben looks a certainty for the
three-runner Club Members
Conditions which opens proceedings
at 2pm. Phil Rowley's Bridgnorth
trained gelding won an equivalent race
over this course a few weeks ago and
should prove too strong for Abhain
Dubh and Allgdup.

The Mens Open looks very
competitive. Doctor Kingsley puts in
his best work at the finish so this
course may not play to his strengths,
while Blazing Whale is another who
could find themselves outpaced at the
finish. Executive Hall, Findlays Find
and Thanks for Coming all have useful
form but cannot match that of Fruit
Fayre, Gauvain, Iberico, Ice Cool
Benny, Ravethebrave and King
Fontaine.

The Mares Maiden is likely to see
Shales Home Mix, Tullydonnell Flyer
and Ask Away all vying for
favouritism, but Flembrandt also looks
one for the short list. She was pulled
up on her debut and then finished a
close third. Further improvement is
needed and that should be
forthcoming.

The Ladies Open should provide as
good a field as you are likely to get for
this type of race at this stage of the
season. Awesome George has won
three races this season but these
contests are always run at a fast pace

Carnglave Cat is entered
to contest the Anglo-Irish
Mens Challenge at
Chaddesley Corbett

Photo:
Neale Blackburn
chasdog.com
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so it will be interesting to see how well
he copes, although Lara Mahon has a
useful second string to her bow in
Lake Legend. John Daniell is another
useful Ladies horse as is the Phil
Rowley trained Khyber Kim, while
Minella for Party might struggle in this
company.

One Conemara, Trueflyingcolours and
Well Mett are others whose chances
need to be considered along with
Ruddy Article who has finished first
and second on two runs at this venue.
Clive Bennett's Stone is an interesting
entry. He has run consistently in Mens
races this season and could be a major
player in this contest - it will be
interesting to see who takes the ride.

Stratford-on-Avon trainer Gabe
Mahon could saddle the un-raced
Another Coalition in the concluding
Maiden. Past evidence indicates he will
have been well schooled and if he can
finish in front of Overland Flyer - he
should win.

SOUTH TETCOTT
at UPCOTT CROSS
Monday, 25 May
by Donna Harris
The popular Point-to-Point horse
racing course at Upcott Cross is the
venue for this weekend’s Bank Holiday
Monday fixture. With only a few
weeks left until the season finishes in

June, this track will again attract the
top horses and jockey's to battle out
the finishes with much at stake in the
championship tables.

Pony Racing will head up the action at
noon, before the main six race card
commences at 1pm. Over 100 entries
have been received. Penbode Vet
Group sponsor the opening Confined
race, in which area leading trainer
Kayley Woollacott holds three of the
entries including Cinevator, who could
follow up on his 15-length win at
Holnicote. Stablemate Devon General
ran well at Trebudannon, when three
lengths second behind I'm All Set.

The Woollacott team also hold strong
entries in the Mr T L Rowe, Park
Homes sponsored Mens Open,
including Parkham Jack and Jepeck as
possibles for Jamie Thomas to ride.
Outside raider Boyfromnowhere looks
an interesting entry after an easy 15-
length win at Llwyn Ddu earlier this
month, and is a previous winner under
Rules when in training with Rebecca
Curtis. Posh Totty from the Jack
Barber team could be a likely favourite
if connections choose to run here.

In the Codes Solicitors-sponsored
Restricted race, recent maiden winners
HMS Intrepid, who stayed on well to
win at Holnicote, and Roy's Gallery,
after his win in a hotly contested
maiden at Didmarton, catch the eye
and could be progressive.

Watch The Birdie could go well in the
Simpkin Edwards-sponsored Ladies
Open race, having won impressively
under Hannah Lewis at Lower
Machen for trainer Gareth Moore.
Way Before Dawn could go well under
Leanda Tickle for the Sarah Tickle
team having previously won at Great
Trethew and Black Forest Lodge.

Cock Of The Rock is unbeaten in his
last six outings for novice jockey
Harry Cobden; they could take the
Club Members race for Novice riders
here, which is sponsored by PRJ
Engineering. Maxi Chop is another to
have been in the winners’ enclosure
with rides shared by James King and
Stan Sheppard for Burford-based
trainer Rose Loxton. Top Chief was
on top form last weekend when
winning at Bratton Down under Jake
Bament; the combination could well
be back for more, as could The
Mangherally Man if coming out fresh
from his win under Lara Mahon at
Dingley.

Two divisions of the Open Maiden
race follow, with suggestion in the first
being Captain Camelot and Follow
The Paint. Overland Flyer looks to
stand out among the entries in the
second division after his three and a
half-length second at Holnicote. The
two Maiden races have been
sponsored by FC Cleaning Systems
and The Dawn West Devon.

Cinevator is one of three entries in the Confined race
at Upcott Cross for trainer Kayley Wollacott

Photo: Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net
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@CHammond96
The Ferbane Man, all nice and snug
after winning the mens open today
@GoPointing

@justjakeventing
Running out of superlatives ... The
Magherally Man...6th win of the season
#FedonTopSpec #GoPointing
@TopSpec2

@El_Raven2
What a way to spend your 16th
birthday. Thankyou so much to
everyone, what a amazing buzz!
@GoPointing @DougHarkin

@heidibrookshaw
Good day @KnutsfordRaces!!!
@zenabrookshaw #GoPointing

@Charlotty1991
On route to Bratton Down with this
lovely lady @SquiresKaty #gopointing

@immyrobinson
Jocked off today by the #legend
Caroline Robinson @GoPointing
#legendscharityrace

@TVFPromotions
Congratulations to Will Biddick, who
has just broken Oliver Greenall's P2P
record for Winners in a Season!

@sebbrealey
@pointtopoint Lower Machen budding
pointers

@carly_goodall
Rounders after racing
@KnutsfordRaces @GoPointing
#GoodTimes
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WESTON & BANWELL HARRIERS at COTHELSTONE
Wednesday, 13 May
138cm & under race (Division I)
1 Dutchess Elena Nikou
2 Menedh Jumping Jack Flash Otis Morgan
3 Parkhill Playboy Joshua Brown
4 Clonamully Danny Boy Mary Woollacott

138cm & under race (Division II)
1 Helsington Vanetta Lewis McDonald
2 Mocking Bird Alfie Godfrey
3 Spring Daisy White
4 Becca Walk O’The Wild Side Molly Landau
5 Penchwintan Dewi Megan Bevan
6 Minky Zoe Stanbury

148cm & under race
1 Calypso Ben Godfrey
2 Goodnight Bruce Young
3 Barboza Isabel Hunt
4 Mick The Miller William Bevan
5 Two The Manor Born William Cox
6 Cool Runner Thomas Doggrell
7 Pickmere Bond Street Hamish Clarke

DULVERTON WEST at BRATTON DOWN
Sunday, 17 May
138cm & under race
1 Churchill Tamby Welch
2 The Jobs Not Straight Tyler Heard
3 Molly Connor Brace
4 Ginger Wizard Chad Bament
5 Mayday Black Mink Charlie Sprake
6 Magic Honor Weatherlake
7 Clonamully Danny Boy Archie Woollacott
8 Chinkwell Felix Taylor Fisher
Non-runner: Becca Walk O’The Wild Side (Molly Landau)

148cm & under race
1 Peateaoh Connor Brace
2 Vadlawalkover Tamby Welch
3 Igo Zuminov James Armstrong
4 Goodnight Bruce Young
5 Springs Thomasina Eyston
6 Shotgun Minnie Tyler Heard
7 Nuala Michael Treneer
Non-runner: Touch Control (Simon Morgan)

GRAFTON at WHITFIELD
Sunday, 17 May
148cm & under RaceTech Novice Riders race
1 Spring Daisy White
2 Zebedee William Jones
3 Polo Archie Bailey
Non-runners: Ernford Ballot Box (Violet Barton), Pennway Merlyn
(Alexandra Geldard)

138cm & under race
1 Chaceside Catwalk Benoit De La Sayette
2 Renaissance III Henry Main
3 Stambrook Master Plan Bradley Kent
4 Mouse Poppy Scott
Non-runners: Molly VIII (Connor Brace), Merryment Top Cat (Tristan
Durrell)

148cm & under race
1 Beside The Sea Benoit De La Sayette
2 Buddyís Girl Joshua Bryan
3 Aries Albermarle Tufnell
4 Little Lucky Lass Tess Murphy
5 Otterburn Lady Alfie Martindale
6 Chiumbo Luke Scott
Non-runners: Don't Tell Dai (Connor Brace), Peateaoh (Connor Brace)
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HAYDON at HEXHAM
Sunday, 17 May
138cm & under race
1 Little Anne Charlie Todd
2 Clonross Star Nick Barratt- Atkin
3. Xena Thomas Young
Non-runners: Stretcholt Hermes (Charlie Todd), Tigga (Marnie Green)

148cm & under race
1 Judge Fox Archie Frank
2 Underwraps Tom Midgley
3 How Ya Talkin Harry Charleton
4 Mazelcroft Good Time Lucy Pittendrigh
6 Miss Tiny Jessica Swan
Non-runners: Finnley's Diamond (Finnley Green), Pick Pocket (Connor
Murtagh)

KNUTSFORD RACES CLUB at TABLEY
Sunday, 17 May
148cm & under RaceTech Novice Riders race
1 Irish Joker Paddy Barlow
2 Sandboro Serinity Rose Diggle
3 Wrenlas Shakira Kiera Booth
4 Tango Imogen Kennedy
5 Ballyard Rebel Tim Fliss Calveley
6 Emyvale Jocker Josh Bridges
7 Middle Lake James Mcmahon
8 Cue Monte Don James Caldwell

138cm & under race
1 Tigga Marnie Green
2 Gerdinen Anita Elsa Braunton
dq:Ravara Super Ted Camilla Broster
Non-runner: Gwalch Sian Bach (Constance Braunton)

148cm & under race
1 Little Bull Abbie McCain
2 The Mumbler Ella McCain
3 Touch Control Simon Morgan
4 Finnleys Daimond Finnley Green
5 Good Luck Rosie Kieren Rundell
6 Quickstep Star Niall Reynolds
Non-runner: Buddy's Girl (Joshua Bryan)
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BERKS & BUCKS AND STAFF COLLEGE RMAS
DRAGHOUNDS at KINGSTON BLOUNT
Sunday, 24 May
138cm & under race
Diptford Moonwalker Elliot England
Renaissance III Henry Main
Dough Boy Noah Brazg Carrell
Gwhizz Johnny Marsh
Honky Tonk Girl Brad Kent
Bark Way Harlequin Freddie Curtis
Little Lord William William Curtis

148cm & under race
Beside The Sea Benoit De La Sayette
Annie Get Ur Gun Lewis Kent
Little Lucky Lass Tess Murphy
Regimental Bay Lucy Hammond
Worth The Wait Cobi Vitler
Time Will Tell Bertie Symonds
Barboza Isabel Hunt
All Of My Dreams Amy Furneaux
Little Quaker - Rose Curtis

WEST SOMERSET VALE at COTHELSTONE
Sunday, 24 May
138cm & under race (Maiden)
Chinkwell Felix Taylor Fisher
Clonamully Danny Boy Mary Woollacott
Jobanker Morning Mist Finn Muirhead
Kissy Emily Handel
Minky Zoe Stanbury
Polo Archie Bailey
Teddy Archie Stamp

138cm & under race
Becca Walk O’The Wild Side Molly Landau
Parkhill Playboy Joshua Brown
Talponciau Perfect Print Hamish Clarke

148cm & under race (Maiden)
Cool Runner Thomas Doggrell
Nuala Michael Treneer
Pickmere Bond Street Hamish Clarke
Touch Control Simon Morgan
Two The Manor Born William Cox
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WEST WALES AREA CLUB at LYDSTEP
Sunday, 24 May
138cm & under race
Annie May Daniel Ellis
Bugsy Josh Barber
Milly Lilly Llewellin
Molly Connor Brace
Wian Dark Lad Iwan Thomas Bartle

148cm & under race
Captain Hurricane Jess Llewellin
Peateaoh Connor Brace
Touch Control James Bowen
Miss Mopsy Ben Jones
She's A Goodun Jack Tudor

SOUTH TETCOTT at UPCOTT CROSS
Monday, 25 May
138cm & under race
Becca Walk O’ The Wild Side Molly Landau
Churchill Tamby Welch
Ginger Wizard Chad Bament
Jobanker Morning Mist Finn Muirhead
Massereene Portora Harry Brown
Menedh Jumping Jack Flash Otis Morgan
Mocking Bird Alfie Godfrey
The Jobs Not Straight Tyler Heard
Wide Valley Batman Walter Fisher-Barnett
Wide Valley March Ruby Fisher-Barnett
Reserve: Molly (Connor Brace)

148cm & under race
Barboza Isabel Hunt
Calypso Ben Godfrey
Dont Tell Dai Connor Brace
Goodnight Bruce Young
Igo Zuminov James Armstrong
Shotgun Minnie Tyler Heard
Springs Thomasina Eyston
Vadlawalkover Tamby Welch

THE POINT TO POINT OWNERS’
AND

RIDERS’ASSOCIATION
37th ANNUALAWARDS LUNCH

at
Stratford Racecourse
on Friday, 30th May 2014

Reception 1.30 pm Tickets £50.00
(Race Badges available at £5.00)
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THE RIDERS & PONIES CHAMPIONSHIP
POINTS SERIES
The Riders & Ponies Championship Points Series will run throughout the
season for both 138cms and 148cms riders
/ponies. It has become a highly competitive affair with points being allocated to
the first four past the post. The rider and owner of the pony from each height
category with the most points at the end of the season will be presented with
their prizes at Cheltenham Races in October. It seems the most natural venue
for the event being the home of National Hunt Racing and gives the award
winners a taste of what might come following their time pony racing.

THE RACETECH GRADUATE AWARD
The Rider who gains the most points throughout the season via the Champion
Points Series and who plans to go on and ride in Point-to-Point Races the
following year will be offered sponsorship via the Riders Sponsorship Scheme
(RSS) from RaceTech – this only applies to those riders who turn 16 during the
2015/16 Point-to-Point Season.
The RSS is a sponsorship initiative created by the Point-to-Point Authority,
which enables riders to source sponsorship to assist the costs associated with
riding.

For further information please contact: Lucy Tucker 01258 817604 / 07771
518258 / ptpponyracing@icloud.com
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TOP SCORERS
138CMS & UNDER PONIES

Molly VIII 50
Diptford Moonwalker 41
Honky Tonk Girl 41
Little Annie 38
Mocking Bird 37
Churchill 35
Chaceside Catwalk 33
Bronze Lawrence 32
Dough Boy 31
Little Chick 31

Bradley Kent 63
Benoit De La Sayette 50
Charlie Todd 50
Connor Brace 50
Elliot England 41
Alfie Godfrey 37
Tamby Welch 35
Rosin Leech 32
William Carver 31

William Carver 39
Abbie McCain 38
Ben Godfrey 37
Harriet Godfrey 37
Isabel Hunt 36
Connor Murtagh 35
Lucy Hammond 33
Bruce Lynn 23
Jamie Perrett 22
Will Thirlby 20

138CMS RIDER RACETECH GRADUATE

148CMS & UNDER PONIES
Beside The Sea 63
Don't Tell Dai 41
Calypso 37
Goldwell's Gucci 37
Pick Pocket 35
Hope 34
Regimental Bay 33
Shesagoodun 32
Aries 31
Flo Tinaway 28

Benoit De La Sayette 63
Connor Brace 62
Abbie McCain 38
Ben Godfrey 37
Harriet Godfrey 37
Isabel Hunt 36
Connor Murtagh 35
William Humphrey 34
Lucy Hammond 33
Jack Tudor 32

148CMS RIDER

Pony Rider
Abahinn Edward Moss
Ad Al Shama Harry Digwood
Ardbrennan Beauty Iona Billinge
Bonita Polly Ann Smith
Cailin Katy Moss
Caveiro Tara Stockwell
Chester Tiggy Cowan Taylor
Clonamully Danny Boy Archie Woollacott
Dutchess Elena Nikou
Goldfinch Jessy Ellie Vaughan
Irish Joker Paddy Barlow
Jambo Lyall Hodgins
Longbourne Rose Will Featherstone
Millie Jack Young
Milly XI Joshua Smith
Mon Mallisa Ria Evans
Moorhall Royal George Bass
Morgan Abby Robertson
Mountain Gerwyn Ruby Hall
Mountain Sinbad Harvey Carrington
Pebbles Sophia Waring
Penway Merlin Alexandra Geldard
Polo Archie Bailey
Rosevale Seren Salute Katie Sinclair
Rowfantina Fancy Man Freddie Gingell
Royal Oak Rose Lad Emma Smith
Sandboro Serinity Rose Diggle
Shena Rory Davidson
Song Bird Finley Marsh
Spring Daisy White
Stambrook Socialite Connor Baker
Tango Imogen Kennedy
Woodbine Rosemary Alice Rees
Wrenlas Shakira Kiera Booth
Zebedee William Jones

QUALIFYING COMBINATIONS FOR THE
RACETECH NOVICE RIDERS FINAL AT

GARTHORPE - SATURDAY, 30 MAY 2015

sponsored by

Please note as per previous years points accrued in 128 & under races are
included within the 138 Championships
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Who was capturing the action last weekend?
Last week’s action began with the
season’s sole midweek fixture, the
Weston & Banwell Miners at
Cothelstone, and photographer Tim
Holt and West Country Videos were
both in attendance. The following day
Fontwell hosted their Hunter Chase
evening and even wet conditions didn’t
deter snappers Julie Drewett and
Marcus Bowles.

Onto the weekend and Keith Simpson
and West Country Videos took in two

meetings. The former filmed the
South Durham at Mordon where he
was joined by photographers Peter
Barber, Tom Milburn and Nina
Edminson, the latter of the trio then
teamed up with Keith 24-hours later at
Haydon’s Hexham fixture where the
pair was joined by Grace Beresford.

The West Country Videos team were
doubly represented on the Sunday at
Bredwardine (Golden Valley), as well
as being at Bratton Down (Duvlerton

West). Tim Holt was also at the latter
to capture the stills, whilst Neale
Blackburn was at Whitfield’s Grafton
meeting and Alun Sedgmore took in
the Gelligaer Farmers at Lower
Machen on Saturday. Finally, David
Jones Media and Marilyn Sweet were
at Tabley for the Knutsford Races
Club to cover the video and stills
respectively.

Alun Sedgmore sportingprints.biz
Gelligaer Farmers at Lower Machen

Peter Barber pointtopointphotography.co.uk
South Durham at Mordon

Nina Edminson nephotography.co.uk
South Durham at Mordon

Tom Milburn facebook.com/TomMilburnPhotography
South Durham at Mordon

Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net
Dulverton West at Bratton Down

Neale Blackburn chasdog.com
Grafton at Whitfield

Grace Beresford p2pnorthernphotos.co.uk
Haydon at Hexham

Nina Edminson nephotography.co.uk
Haydon at Hexham

Sweet Photography sweetphotography.com
Knutsford Races Club at Tabley

Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net
Weston & Banwell Harriers at Cothelstone
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TOP PERFORMERS 2014/15
Current standings for the sport’s major championships

Will Biddick 61 wins
John Mathias 27 wins
Darren Edwards 21 wins
Nick Orpwood 18 wins
Jamie Thomas 18 wins
Robbie Henderson 17 wins

Dicky Collinson 15 wins
Joe Hill 15 wins
Tom Hamilton 14 wins
James Tudor 14 wins
Allonthirteenwins:William
Easterby,BradleyGibbs,PeteMann

FULLER’SGENTLEMANPOINT-TO-POINTRIDERSCHAMPIONSHIP

Chapion rider-elect Will Biddick has set a new record for the number of Point-
to-Point victories in a seson
Photo: David Simpson

Harry Cobden 12 wins
Peter Bryan 9 wins
Fred Henderson 9 wins
Craig Hoggart 7 wins
David Noonan 7 wins
Joe Drinkwater 6 wins

James Nixon 6 wins
Jake Bament 5 wins
Ross Chapman 5 wins
Sam Coltherd 5 wins

FULLER’S GENTLEMAN NOVICE P-T-P RIDERS CHAMPIONSHIP

Harry Cobden and Cock Of The Rock on their way to landing the PPORA Club
Members race for Novice Riders at the New Forest meeting at Larkhill
Photo: Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net

Harry Cobden 12 wins
Sam Coltherd 5 wins
Jack Andrews 4 wins
Andrew Bartlett 3 wins
Sean Houlihan 3 wins

Ben Hicks 2 wins
Harry Marsh 2 wins
Hugh Nugent 2 wins
Richard Patrick 2 wins

DODSON&HORRELLNOVICEAWARDFORTHEWILKINSONSWORD

Harry Cobden and Roseyroo, pictured en route to landing the WAPP Members
race at the Blackmore & Sparkford Vale meeting at Charlton Horethorne
Photo: Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net

Gina Andrews 24 wins
Hannah Watson 17 wins
Claire Hart 15 wins
Catherine Walton 14 wins
Katy Lyons 13 wins
Leanda Tickle 10 wins

Page Fuller 9 wins
Jo Buck 8 wins
Lara Mahon 8 wins
All on seven wins: Bryony Frost,
Hannah Lewis, Lucy Wheeler,
Carey Williamson

LADY POINT-TO-POINT RIDERS CHAMPIONSHIP

Gina Andrews pictured following her success in the Ladies Open race aboard
Start Royal at the Kimblewick meeting at Kimble
Photo: Neale Blackburn chasdog.com

Lara Mahon 8 wins
Lucy Wheeler 7 wins
Lottie Crane 5 wins
Kelly Morgan 5 wins
Emma Moseley 4 wins
Hannah Welch 4 wins

All on three wins:
Amy Broome, Ella Darwin,
Charlotte Dun,Olivia
Hutchings, Heidi Lewis,
Alice Petch, Lizzie Reynolds,
Alice Stevens

FULLER’S LADY NOVICE P-T-P RIDERS CHAMPIONSHIP

Lara Mahon pictured following her success on Awesome George at the Fernie
meeting at Dingley
Photo: Neale Blackburn chasdog.com

Lottie Crane 5 wins
Charlotte Dun 3 wins
Olivia Hutchings 3 wins
Heidi Lewis 3 wins
Alice Stevens 3 wins

Harriet Bryce 2 wins
Emma Chaston 2 wins

HOWDEN NOVICE AWARD FOR THE PRINCESS ROYAL TROPHY

Lottie Crane, pictured following her victory on Qoubilai in the Ladies Open
race at the Bicester with Whaddon Chase meeting
Photo: Neale Blackburn chasdog.com
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Harry Cobden 36pts
Lara Mahon 30pts
John Smith-Maxwell15pts
Peter Bryan 14pts
Joe Drinkwater 14pts
Lucy Wheeler 14pts

Amy Broome 13pts
Fred Henderson 12pts
Kelly Morgan 12pts
Jack Andrews 11pts
Albert Chadler 10pts
Alice Stevens 10pts

HARLEY RACING PPORA NOVICE RIDERS SERIES

Harry Cobden and Foynes Island, pictured at the Mendip Farmers meeting at
Ston Easton
Photo: Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net

Nick Wright 13 wins
J. Barber 10 wins
Richard Hewitt 10 wins
J. Simpson 10 wins
T. D. B Underwood 10 wins
M. J. R. Bannister 9 wins

Miss Sarah Dawson 8 wins
James Henderson 8 wins
Toby Hunt 8 wins
Victor Thompson 8 wins

LEADING POINT-TO-POINT OWNER

Nick Wright (left) heads the Leading Point-to-Point Owner table thanks to the
successes of It Was Me, Patsy Finnegan, Bally Wall, Baroque Style, In A Blue
Dust & Stress Photo: David Simpson

Miss Sarah A. Dawson 30pts
The Penwood Racing Club 30pts
The Troubled Partnership (Mr M. Weston) 30pts
James Henderson 30pts
Alan Hill 30pts
W. Bryan & D. Smith 30pts
Toby Hunt 30pts
Richard Hewitt 26pts
C. J. Bennett 22pts
Pat Tollit 22pts

AGA ALL-COMERS CHAMPIONSHIP

Toby Hunt accepts the trophy from David Simpson after the success of
I’llhavealook in the AGA Restricted race at the Fitzwilliam (Milton) meeting at Dingley
Photo: David Simpson

Miss Gotaway 15pts
Biddles Bedouin 12pts
Ziggerson Hill 11pts
Rush House 10pts
Comedinewithme 9pts
Nelly La Rue 9pts

Big Night Out 7pts
Exclusive Rights 7pts
Lady’s Favourite 7pts
Morebutwhen 7pts
My Fair Rose 7pts

JOCKEY CLUB LEADING NOVICE MARE

Miss Gotaway in action during the TBA Mares Hunter Chase at this season’s
Cheltenham Hunter Chase evening
Photo: Neale Blackburn chasdog.com

Cock Of The Rock 6 wins
The Magherally Man 6 wins
Dicky Bob 5 wins
Gonalston Cloud 5 wins
It Was Me 5 wins
Lotus Pond 5 wins

Ockey De Neulliac 5 wins
Rosies Peacock 5 wins
Working Title 5 wins
Nineteen horses on four wins

CONNOLLY’S RED MILLS LEADING HORSE

The Magherally Man pictured with connections after his sixth win this season
at the Fitzwilliam (Milton) meeting at Dingley
Photo: David Simpson

Gina Andrews 50pts
Claire Hart 50pts
Hannah Lewis 50pts
Catherine Walton 50pts
Hannah Watson 50pts
Carey Williamson 50pts
Leanda Tickle 46pts
Joanna Walton 46pts
Phine Banks 42pts

Page Fuller 42pts
Katy Lyons 42pts
Ella Darwin 40pts
Bryony Frost 40pts
Emma Moseley 40pts
Louise Allan 38pts
Freya Brewer 38pts
Camilla Henderson 36pts

AGALADIESOPENPOINT-TO-POINTCHAMPIONSHIP

Hannah Lewis is the latest rider to hit the magic 50 mark in the AGA Ladies
Open Point-to-Point Championship
Photo: Alun Sedgmore sportingprints.biz
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Jack Barber 47 wins
Alan Hill 27 wins
Kayley Woollacott22 wins
Gerald Bailey 16 wins
Tom Weston 15 wins
Sheila Crow 14 wins

Stephanie Easterby 14 wins
Andrew Pennock 14 wins
Ed Walker 14 wins
Gary Hanmer 13 wins
Nick Wright 13 wins

CONNOLLY’SREDMILLSTRAINERSCHAMPIONSHIP(8+HORSES)

Jack Barber heads the charge for the leading trainers title (8+ horses) with a
lead of twenty wins from his nearest rival
Photo: David Simpson

Ciaran Gethings 5 wins
Claire Hart 4 wins
Harry Bannister 3 wins
Will Biddick 3 wins
Bryony Frost 3 wins
Hannah Lewis 3 wins

Nick Orpwood 3 wins
GinaAndrews,NinaCarberry,Gillon
Crow,EvanDavid,DarrenEdwards,
PaddyGerety,TomHamilton,Matt
Hampton,DavidKemp,James
Nixon,TommieO’Brien-2wins

LEADING HUNTER CHASE RIDER

Ciaran Gethings is leading the charge for the Leading Hunter Chase Rider title
after booting home five winenrs this season
Photo: Julie Drewett racehorsephotos.co.uk

Volcan Surprise (East Anglia) 62pts
Lotus Pond (North Western) 52pts
Jepeck (Devon & Cornwall) 40pts
Play The Ace (East Anglia) 40pts
Dabinett Moon (South Midlands) 38pts
Cecile De Volanges (West Midlands) 38pts
Otto The Great (South Midlands) 37pts
Ask The Weatherman (Wessex) 36pts
Minellacelebration (Welsh Border) 36pts
Come On You (South East) 36pts
Six A Side (Yorkshire) 34pts
Thoonavolla (West Midlands) 32pts
Anddante (Yorkshire) 32pts
Damien’s Dilemma (Northern) 31pts
Radio Nowhere (Yorkshire) 31pts
Welstonedruid (Devon & Cornwall) 30pts
Dandan (South Midlands) 30pts
Running In Heels (South East) 30pts

PPORA YOUNG HORSE AWARDS

Rachael Green 10 wins
Nick Alexander 8 wins
Willie Bryan 8 wins
James Henderson 8 wins
Mickey Bowen 7 wins
Charlotte Fuller 6 wins

Roger Jackson 6 wins
Gabe Mahon 6 wins
Jessica McKie 6 wins
Neil Mechie 6 wins
Katy Price 6 wins

CONNOLLY’SREDMILLSTRAINERSCHAMP(7ORLESSHORSES)

Cock Of The Rock, who has scored six times for Rachael Green who currently
leads the race for the leading trainers title (7 or less horses)
Photo: Tim Holt timholt@talktalk.net

Mickey Bowen 3 wins
Rose Loxton 3 wins
All on two wins:
Simon Andrews, Marc Barber,
Enda Bolger, Sheila Crow,Henry
Daly, Mike Dawson, Christine

Drury, Gavin Hamilton, Alan
Hill, Chris Honour, David Kemp,
Rob Luke, Paul Nicholls, Jonjo
O’Neill, Joe O’Shea, Glyn Slade-
Jones, Victor Thompson, Nigel
Twiston-Davies

LEADING HUNTER CHASE TRAINER

Cygnet's (pictured above) win at Fontwell’s Hunter Chase evening has moved
Mickey Bowen onto 3 Hunter Chase wins for the season
Photo: Julie Drewett racehorsephotos.co.uk
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Mrs S. Fryer’s Volcan Surprise leads the field in the race for the PPORA Young
Horse Awards
Photo: Julie Drewett racehorsephotos.co.uk
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BEEN POINTING
Fitzwilliam (Milton) at Dingley

in association with

& David Simpson ‘The AGA Man’

Gina Andrews has just won the Open Maiden on Fair Ask

Sophie & Camilla Cotton with Sam Davies-Thomas

Richard Wilson (left) chats to John Sharpe

Thumbs up from Fred Roughton
after Point Proven has won the Hunt
Members

Alex Vaughan-Jones is beaming after getting Sandpipers up
to beat Gunmoney by a neck in the Mens Open

I’llhavealook has just won the AGA Restricted & his owner,
Toby Hunt could win an AGA

“I love a Mr Whippy”, said Mr Ellis

Matt Coleman takes a breather in
between interviews

Man down! Tom Ellis is recovering
well from his broken leg

David Simpson presents mementoes to Toby Hunt & family
after the AGA Restricted
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The 2 Farmers, A Butcher & 2 Mates Partnership with Dicky
Collinson, I promised them this photo would go viral!

A very happy photo as Team Hill line up with Fred Roughton, Toby Hunt & Hatty Hunt

Hannah Lewis, David Simpson & Heather Kemp take a break
for afternoon tea!

Lawney Hill and her daughter, Gaby,
enjoy a stroll around the trade stands

A ‘royal wave’ from Caroline Exelby, although I cannot repeat
what Jake Exelby said!

Three quarters of the Nailor family, Gracie, Jordan & Fran

Two Pointing stalwarts (characters),
Norman Thomas & Maurice Thomas

Hatty Hunt models two AGA caps!Charlie Tiso & her dad, Colin

Another Ladies Open win for History Master & Jo Priest,
Hannah Lewis did the steering
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Sat 23 May

Cumberland, ASPATRIA - rearranged fixture
Sun 24 May

Berks&BucksandStaff CollegeRMASDraghoundss,KINGSTONBLOUNT

West Somerset Vale, COTHELSTONE
West Wales Area Club, LYDSTEP

Mon 25 May
Albrighton & Woodland (South), CHADDESLEY CORBETT

South Tetcott, UPCOTT CROSS

Sat 30 May
Meynell & South Staffordshire, GARTHORPE

Sun 31 May

Border, HEXHAM
Exmoor, BRATTON DOWN

North Hereford, HEREFORD RACECOURSE

Sat 6 June
Pembrokeshire, TRECOED

Sun 7 June
Tiverton Staghounds, BRATTON DOWN

Sat 13 June

Torrington Farmers, UMBERLEIGH

FIXTURES 2015 Fixtures in Blue denotes Pony Racing at the meeting
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The course at Umberleigh - the unique setting for the final meeting of the season


